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About This Manual

Overview
Introduction

The Express Basic Reference describes the statements and functions in the
Express Basic language. This language is a form of Basic available with
Oracle Express Objects. Oracle Express Objects allows you to develop
object-oriented applications for on-line analytical processing (OLAP).

Intended audience

This document is directed at users who write Express Basic code to create
Oracle Express Objects applications and briefings.

Before you begin

See Oracle Express Objects Getting Started for information about the
software that you must install in order to create applications and briefings
with Oracle Express Objects.

The Oracle Express Objects documentation set

For a full description of the Oracle Express Objects documentation set and
how to access it, see Getting Started. You can also view the full table of
contents online.
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Structure of this document

The Express Basic Reference contains one chapter. This chapter lists
Express Basic statements and functions in alphabetical order.

Related information

For information about the properties, events, and methods of the objects
built into Oracle Express Objects, see the online Help or the Oracle
Express Objects Reference.
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Conventions
Text conventions

You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Convention Usage

Boldface  text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, and field
names.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary
information in tables (e.g., Result ).

Fixed-width  text Indicates folder names, file names, and operating system
commands. Also indicates examples and anything that you
must type exactly as it appears.

For example:  If you are asked to type show eversion ,
you would type all the characters exactly as shown in the
fixed-width font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is
used when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or
have labels that change dynamically based on their current
context. The wording of variable text does not exactly match
what you see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis and for titles of
documents.

SMALL CAPITALS Indicates a key name.

Note:  The UP ARROW, DOWN ARROW, LEFT ARROW, and RIGHT

ARROW keys are collectively referred to as the “arrow keys.”

For example:  The Control key is shown as CTRL.

UPPERCASE text Indicates folder names, file names, operating system
commands, Express commands and objects, and acronyms.

Mouse usage

Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to
use the right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right
buttons, you will need to use the reverse button when following the
procedures in this manual.
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Formats for key combinations and sequences

Key combinations and key sequences appear in the following formats.

Format Meaning

KEY1+KEY2 A plus sign (+) between key names means to press and hold down
the first key while pressing the second key. For example, “press
ALT+TAB” means to press and hold down the ALT key while
pressing the TAB key.

KEY1, KEY2 A comma (,) between key names means to press and release the
keys one after the other. For example, “press ALT, F, O” means to
press and release the ALT key, press and release the F key, then
press and release the O key.

Related information

For definitions of basic mouse terms, refer to the Microsoft Windows
documentation.
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Express Basic Statements
and Functions

Abs Function

Returns the absolute value of a number.

Return Value

The data type of the return value matches the type of the number. If number
is a variant string (vartype 8), the return value will be converted to vartype
5 (Double). If the absolute value evaluates to vartype 0 (Empty), the return
value will be vartype 3 (Long).

Syntax

Abs( number )

Argument

number
Any valid numeric expression.

AppActivate Statement

Activates an application window.

Syntax

AppActivate title$
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Argument

title$
String. The title-bar name of the application window to activate. Title$ must
match the name of the window character for character, but comparison is
not case-sensitive. For example, “File Manager” is the same as “file
manager” or “FILE MANAGER.” If there is more than one window with a
name matching title$, a window is chosen at random.

Notes

AppActivate changes the focus to the specified window but does not
change whether the window is minimized or maximized. Use AppActivate
with the SendKeys statement to send keys to another application.

Asc Function

Returns an integer corresponding to the ANSI code of the first character in
the specified string.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

Asc( string$ )

Argument

string$
String. An expression of one or more characters.

To change an ANSI code to string characters, use the Chr function.

Assert Statement

Triggers a runtime error if the condition specified is FALSE.
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Syntax

Assert condition

Argument

condition
A numeric or string expression that can evaluate to TRUE or FALSE.

Notes

The Assert statement should be used by Express Basic clients to handle an
application-specific error. An assertion error cannot be trapped by the On
Error statement.

Use the Assert statement to ensure that a procedure is performing in the
expected manner.

Consult the list of trappable errors when you write code to handle runtime
errors.

Atn Function

Returns the angle (in radians) for the arc tangent of the specified number.

Return Value

The Atn function assumes number is the ratio of two sides of a right
triangle: the side opposite the angle to find and the side adjacent to the
angle. The function returns a single-precision value for a ratio expressed as
an integer, a currency, or a single-precision numeric expression. The return
value is a double-precision value for a long, variant, or double-precision
numeric expression.

To convert radians to degrees, multiply by (180/PI). The value of PI is
approximately 3.14159.

Syntax

Atn( number )
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Argument

number
Any valid numeric expression.

Beep Statement

Produces a tone through the computer speaker.

Syntax

Beep

Notes

The frequency and duration of the tone depend on the hardware.

Begin Dialog...End Dialog Statement

Begins and ends a dialog-box declaration.

Syntax

Begin Dialog dialogName  [ x, y ,] dx, dy [, caption$ ]
[, . dialogfunction ]
' dialog box definition statements

End Dialog

Arguments

dialogName
The record name for the dialog box definition.

x , y
Optional. The coordinates for the upper-left corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the dialog box (relative to x and y).

caption$
Optional. The title of the dialog box.
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.dialogfunction
Optional. An Express Basic function to process user actions in the dialog
box.

Notes

To display the dialog box, you create a dialog record variable with the Dim
statement, and then display the dialog box using the Dialog function or
Dialog statement with the variable name as its argument. In the Dim
statement, this variable is defined as dialogName.

The x and y coordinates are relative to the upper-left corner of the client
area of the parent window. The x argument is measured in units that are 1/4
the average width of the system font. The y argument is measured in units
that are 1/8 the height of the system font. For example, to position a dialog
box 20 characters in and 15 characters down from the upper-left corner,
enter 80, 120 as the x, y coordinates. If these arguments are omitted, the
dialog box is centered in the client area of the parent window.

The dx argument is measured in 1/4 system-font character-width units. The
dy argument is measured in 1/8 system-font character-width units. For
example, to create a dialog box 80 characters wide and 15 characters in
height, enter 320, 120 for the dx, dy coordinates.

If the caption$ argument is omitted, a standard default caption is used.

The optional .dialogfunction function must be defined (using the Function
statement) or declared (using the Dim statement) before being used in the
Begin Dialog statement. Define dialogfunction with the following three
arguments

Function dialogfunction% ( id$, action%, suppvalue& )
' function body

End Function
id$ The text string that identifies the dialog control that triggered the call to the

dialog function (usually because the user changed this control).

action% An integer from 1 to 5 identifying the reason why the dialog function was
called.

suppvalue& Gives more specific information about why the dialog function was called.
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As with any Express Basic function, these arguments can have different
names. The arguments of the dialog function can also be variant.

In most cases, the return value of dialogfunction is ignored. The exceptions
are a return value of 2 or 5 for action%. If the user clicks on the OK  button,
the Cancel button, or a command button (as indicated by an action% return
value of 2 and the corresponding id$ for the button clicked), and the dialog
function returns a non-zero value, the dialog box will not be closed.

Unless the Begin Dialog statement is followed by at least one other dialog-
box definition statement and the End Dialog statement, an error will occur.
The definition statements must include an OKButton, CancelButton, or
Button statement. If this statement is left out, there will be no way to close
the dialog box, and the procedure will be unable to continue executing.

Id$ is the same value for the dialog control that you use in the definition of
that control. For example, the id$ value for a text box is Text1 if it is
defined as follows.

Textbox 271 , 78, 33, 18, .Text1

The following table summarizes the possible action% values and their
meanings.

action% Meaning

1 Dialog box initialization. This value is passed before the dialog box
becomes visible.

2 Command button selected or dialog box control changed (except typing in a
text box or combo box).

3 Change in a text box or combo box. This value is passed when the control
loses the input focus: the user presses the TAB key or clicks on another
control.

4 Change of control focus. Id$ is the ID of the dialog control gaining focus.
Suppvalue& contains the numeric ID of the control losing focus. A dialog
function cannot display a message box or dialog box in response to an
action value of 4.

5 An idle state. As soon as the dialog box is initialized (action% is set to 1),
the dialog function will be continuously called with action% set to 5 if no
other action occurs. If dialogfunction wants to receive this message
continuously while the dialog box is idle, return a non-zero value. If 0 (zero)
is returned, action% set to 5 will be passed only while the user is moving
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the mouse. For this action, Id$ is equal to an empty string (““) and
suppvalue& is equal to the number of times action 5 was passed before.

If the user chooses a command button or changes a dialog box control,
action% returns a value of 2 or 3 and suppvalue& identifies the control
affected. The value returned depends on the type of control or button the
user changed or clicked on. The following table summarizes the possible
values for suppvalue&.

Control suppvalue&

List box Number of the item selected, 0-based

Check box 1 if selected, 0 if cleared, -1 if filled with gray

Option button Number of the option button in the option group, 0-based

Text box Number of characters in the text box

Combo box Number of the item selected (0-based) for action 2; number of
characters in its text box for action 3

OK button 1

Cancel  button 2

BroadcastEvent Function

Fires an event for an object. If the object is a container, the event is also
fired for each object contained by the original object.

Return Value

Boolean integer.

Syntax

BroadcastEvent( object, eventname, parameters )

Arguments

object
Object. The name of the object for which you want to broadcast the event.

eventname
String. The name of the event you want to broadcast for the object.
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parameter
Variant. Optional. The arguments for the event, separated by commas. The
data type corresponds to the data type of the arguments. For arguments with
a data type of single, you must use a variant variable in place of the actual
argument value. For example, suppose that you wanted to use
BroadcastEvent to fire the AfterMouseDown event. You might try to use
the following line of code:

call BroadcastEvent(btnSample, "AfterMouseDown",
RIGHT_BUTTON, 0, 0, 0)

Because the last two arguments for the AfterMouseDown event have a data
type of single, you will see a runtime error for this line. You must use the
following lines of code instead.

Dim x
Dim y
x=0
y=0
call BroadcastEvent(btnSample, "AfterMouseDown",
RIGHT_BUTTON, 0, x, y)

Notes

The BroadcastEvent function works similarly to the FireEvent function.
However, while BroadcastEvent fires the event for an object and its
contents, FireEvent fires the event only for the object, even if it contains
other objects.

Button Statement

Defines a custom push button.

Syntax A

Button x, y, dx, dy, text$  [, .id]

Syntax B

PushButton x, y, dx, dy, text$ [, . id ]
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Arguments

x , y
The position of the button relative to the upper-left corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the button. A dy value of 14 typically
accommodates text in the system font.

text$
The name of the push button. If the width of this string is greater than dx,
trailing characters are truncated.

.id
Optional. An identifier used by the dialog statements that act on this
control.

Notes

Use this statement to create buttons other than OK  and Cancel. Use this
statement in conjunction with the ButtonGroup statement statement. The
two forms of the statement (Button and PushButton) are equivalent.

Use the Button statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End Dialog
statement.

ButtonGroup Statement

Begins the definition of a group of custom buttons for a dialog box.

Syntax

ButtonGroup .field

Argument

.field
The field to contain the user’s custom button selection.
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Notes

If ButtonGroup is used, it must appear before any PushButton or Button
statement that creates a custom button (one other than OK  or Cancel).
Only one ButtonGroup statement is allowed within a dialog box definition.

Use the ButtonGroup statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.

Call Statement

Transfers control to a subprogram or function.

Syntax A

Call subprogram-name [( argumentlist )]

Syntax B

Call subprogram-name argumentlist

Arguments

subprogram-name
The name of the subroutine or function to call.

argumentlist
Optional. The arguments for the subroutine or function (if any).

Notes

Use the Call statement to call a subprogram or function written in Basic or
to call C procedures in a DLL. These C procedures must be described in a
Declare statement or be implicit in the application.

If a procedure accepts named arguments, you can use the names to specify
the argument and its value. Order is not important. For example, if a
procedure is defined as follows

Sub mysub(aa, bb, optional cc, optional dd)

the following calls to this procedure are all equivalent
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call mysub(1, 2, , 4)
mysub aa := 1, bb := 2, dd :=4
call mysub(aa := 1, dd:=4, bb := 2)
mysub 1, 2, dd:=4

Note that the syntax for named arguments is as follows.

argname  := argvalue

Where argname is the name for the argument as supplied in the Sub or
Function statement and argvalue is the value to assign to the argument
when you call it. The advantage to using named arguments is that you do
not have to remember the order specified in the procedure’s original
definition, and if the procedure takes optional arguments, you do not need
to include commas (,) for arguments that you leave out.

The procedures that use named arguments include:

� All functions defined with the Function statement.

� All subprograms defined with the Sub statement.

� All procedures declared with Declare statement.

� Many built-in functions and statements (such as the InputBox function).

� Some externally registered DLL functions and methods.

Arguments are passed by reference to procedures written in Express Basic.
If you pass a variable to a procedure that modifies its corresponding formal
parameter, and you do not want to have your variable modified, enclose the
variable in parentheses in the Call statement. This will tell Express Basic to
pass a copy of the variable. Note that this will be less efficient and should
not be done unless necessary.

When a variable is passed to a procedure that expects its argument by
reference, the variable must match the exact type of the formal parameter of
the function. (This restriction does not apply to expressions or the variant
data type.)

When calling an external DLL procedure, arguments can be passed by
value rather than by reference. This is specified either in the Declare
statement, the Call itself, or both, using the ByVal keyword. If ByVal is
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specified in the declaration, then the ByVal keyword is optional in the call.
If present, it must precede the value. If ByVal was not specified in the
declaration, it is illegal in the call unless the data type specified in the
declaration was Any.

CancelButton Statement

Sets the position and size of a Cancel button in a dialog box.

Syntax

CancelButton x, y,  dx, dy [, . id ]

Arguments

x , y
The position of the Cancel button relative to the upper-left corner of the
dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the button. A dy value of 14 can usually
accommodate text in the system font.

.id
Optional. An identifier for the button. .Id is used by the dialog statements
that act on this control.

Notes

If you use the Dialog statement to display the dialog box and the user
chooses Cancel, the box is removed from the screen and an Error 102 is
triggered. If you use the Dialog function to display the dialog box, the
function returns 0 and no error occurs.

Use the CancelButton statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.

Caption Statement

Defines the title of a dialog box.
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Syntax

Caption text$

Argument

text$
String. The title of the dialog box.

Notes

Use the Caption statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End Dialog
statement.

If no Caption statement is specified for the dialog box, a default caption is
used.

CCur Function

Converts an expression to the data type currency.

Return Value

Currency.

Syntax

CCur( expression )

Argument

expression
Any expression that evaluates to a number.

Notes

CCur accepts any type of expression. Numbers that do not fit in the
Currency data type result in an “Overflow” error. Strings that cannot be
converted result in a “Type Mismatch” error. Variant expressions
containing Null values result in an “Illegal Use of Null” error.
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CDbl Function

Converts an expression to the data type double.

Return Value

Double.

Syntax

CDbl( expression )

Argument

expression
Any expression that evaluates to a number.

Notes

CDbl accepts any type of expression. Strings that cannot be converted to a
double-precision floating point result in a “Type Mismatch” error. Variant
expressions containing Null values result in an “Illegal Use of Null” error.

ChDir Statement

Changes the default directory for the specified drive.

Syntax

ChDir path$

Argument

path$
String. The new default directory. The syntax for path$ is as follows.

[drive:] [\] directory [\directory]

If the drive argument is omitted, ChDir changes the default directory on the
current drive. The ChDir statement does not change the default drive. To
change the default drive, use the ChDrive statement.
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ChDrive Statement

Changes the default drive.

Syntax

ChDrive drive$

Argument

drive$
String. The new default drive.

This drive must exist and must be within the range specified by the
LASTDRIVE statement in the config.sys  file. If a Null argument (““) is
supplied, the default drive remains the same. If the drive$ argument is a
string, ChDrive uses the first letter only. If the argument is omitted, an error
message is produced. To change the current directory on a drive, use the
ChDir statement.

CheckBox Statement

Creates a check box in a dialog box.

Syntax

CheckBox x, y, dx, dy, text$, .field

Arguments

x , y
The upper-left corner coordinates of the check box, relative to the upper-
left corner of the dialog box.

dx
The sum of the widths of the check box and text$.

dy
The height of text$.

text$
The title shown to the right of the check box.
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.field
The name of the dialog-record field that will hold the current check box
setting (0 specifies unchecked, -1 specifies grey, 1 specifies checked).

Notes

The x argument is measured in 1/4 system-font character-width units. The y
argument is measured in 1/8 system-font character-height units.

Because proportional spacing is used, the dx argument width will vary with
the characters used. To approximate the width, multiply the number of
characters in the text$ field (including blanks and punctuation) by 4 and add
12 for the checkbox.

A dy value of 12 is standard, and should cover typical default fonts. If
larger fonts are used, the value should be increased. As the dy number
grows, the check box and the accompanying text will move down within
the dialog box.

If the width of the text$ field is greater than dx, trailing characters will be
truncated. If you want to include underlined characters so that the check
box selection can be made from the keyboard, precede the character to be
underlined with an ampersand (&).

Express Basic treats any other value of .field the same as a 1. The .field
argument is also used by the dialog statements that act on this control.

Use the CheckBox statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.

Chr Function

Returns the one-character string corresponding to an ANSI code.

Return Value

The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the return
type is String. If omitted, the function returns a variant value of vartype 8
(string).
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Syntax

Chr[$]( charcode )

Argument

charcode
Number. A value between 0 and 255.

CInt Function

Converts an expression to the data type integer by rounding to a whole
number.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

CInt( expression )

Argument

expression
Any expression that evaluates to a number.

Notes

The resulting number must be within the range of -32767 to 32767, or an
error occurs.

Strings that cannot be converted to an integer result in a “Type Mismatch”
error. Variant expressions containing Null values result in an “Illegal Use
of Null” error.

Clipboard

The Windows Clipboard can be accessed directly in your program to enable
you to get text from and put text into other applications that support the
Clipboard.
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Syntax

Clipboard.Clear
Clipboard.GetText()
Clipboard.SetText string$
Clipboard.GetFormat()

Argument

string$
String. The text to send to the Clipboard.

The supported Clipboard methods are as follows:

Method Purpose

Clear Clears the contents of the Clipboard.

GetText Returns a text string from the Clipboard.

SetText Puts a text string onto the Clipboard.

GetFormat Returns TRUE (non-0) if the format of the item on the Clipboard is text.
Otherwise, returns FALSE (0).

You can use the application object’s Cut, Copy and Paste methods to
manipulate objects when using the Clipboard. You can use the text box
object’s CutToClipboard, CopyToClipboard, and PasteFromClipboard
methods to manipulate text when using the Clipboard.

Data on the Clipboard is lost when another set of data of the same format is
placed on the Clipboard (either through code or a menu command).

CLng Function

Converts an expression to the data type long by rounding.

Return Value

Long.

Syntax

CLng( expression )
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Argument

expression
Any expression that evaluates to a number.

Notes

The resulting number must be within the range of -2,147,483,648 to
2,147,483,647 or an error occurs.

Strings that cannot be converted to the long data type result in a “Type
Mismatch” error. Variant expressions containing Null values result in an
“Illegal Use of Null” error.

Close Statement

Closes a file.

Syntax

Close [[ #] filenumber%  [, [#] filenumber% ...]]

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. Optional. The identifier of the file to close.

Notes

Filenumber% is the number assigned to the file in the Open statement and
can be preceded by a pound sign (#). If this argument is omitted, all open
files are closed. Once a Close statement is executed, the association of a
file with filenumber% is ended, and the file can be reopened with the same
or a different file number.

When the Close statement is used, the final output buffer is written to the
operating system buffer for that file. Close frees all buffer space associated
with the closed file. Use the Reset statement so that the operating system
will send the contents of its buffers to disk.
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ComboBox Statement

Creates a combination text box and list box in a dialog box.

Syntax A

ComboBox x, y, dx, dy, text$, .field

Syntax B

ComboBox x, y, dx, dy, stringarray$, .field

Arguments

x , y
The upper-left corner coordinates of the list box, relative to the upper-left
corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the combo box.

text$
The selections for the combo box.

stringarray$
An array of dynamic strings for the selections in the combo box.

.field
The name of the dialog-record field that will hold the text string entered in
the text box or chosen from the list box.

Notes

The x argument is measured in 1/4 system-font character-width units. The y
argument is measured in 1/8 system-font character-width units.

The text$ argument must be defined, using a Dim statement, before the
Begin Dialog statement is executed. The arguments in the text$ string are
entered as shown in the following example

dimname = " listchoice " + Chr$(9) + " listchoice " +
Chr$(9) + " listchoice "...
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The string in the text box will be recorded in the field designated by the
.field argument when the OK  button (or any pushbutton other than Cancel)
is chosen. The field argument is also used by the dialog statements that act
on this control.

Use the ComboBox statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.

Const Statement

Declares symbolic constants for use in a Basic program.

Syntax

[Global] Const constantName  [As type ] = expression
[, constantName  [As type  ] = expression ] ...

Arguments

constantName
The variable name to contain a constant value.

type
Optional. The data type of the constant (numeric or string).

expression
Any expression that evaluates to a constant number.

Notes

Instead of using the As clause, the type of the constant can be specified by
using a type character as a suffix (# for numbers, $ for strings) to the
constantName. If no type character is specified, the type of the
constantName is derived from the type of the expression.

If Global is specified, the constant is validated at module load time. If the
constant has already been added to the runtime global area, the constant’s
type and value are compared to the previous definition, and the load fails if
a mismatch is found. This is useful as a mechanism for detecting version
mismatches between modules.
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Cos Function

Returns the cosine of an angle.

Return Value

Between -1 and 1. The return value is a single-precision number if the angle
has a data type of integer or currency or is a single-precision value. The
return value will be a double-precision value if the angle has a data type of
long or variant or is a double-precision value.

The angle can be either positive or negative. To convert degrees to radians,
multiply by (PI/180). The value of PI is approximately 3.14159.

Syntax

Cos( number )

Argument

number
An angle in radians.

CreateObject Function

Creates a new OLE2 automation object.

Return Value

Object.

Syntax

CreateObject( class-string$ )

Argument

class-string$
String. The name of the application, a period, and the name of the object to
be used.
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Notes

To create an object, you first must declare an object variable, using Dim
statements and then use Set statements to set the variable equal to the new
object, as follows:

Dim OLE2 As Object
Set OLE2 = CreateObject("spoly.cpoly")

To refer to a method or property of the newly created object, use the syntax
objectvar.property or objectvar.method, as follows:

OLE2.reset

Refer to the documentation provided with your OLE2 automation server
application for correct application and object names.

CSng Function

Converts an expression to the data type single.

Return Value

Single.

Syntax

CSng( expression )

Argument

expression
Any expression that evaluates to a number.

Notes

The expression must have a value within the range allowed for the single
data type, or an error occurs. Strings that cannot be converted to an integer
result in a “Type Mismatch” error. Variant expressions containing Null
values result in an “Illegal Use of Null” error.
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CStr Function

Converts an expression to the data type string.

Return Value

String.

Syntax

CStr( expression )

Argument

expression
Any expression that evaluates to a number.

Notes

The CStr statement accepts any type of expression:

expression  Type CStr Returns

Boolean A string containing “True” or “False,”

Date A string containing a date.

Empty A zero-length string (““).

Error A string containing “Error,” followed by the error number.

Null A runtime error.

Other numeric A string containing the number.

CStrings Metacommand

A metacommand that tells the compiler to treat a backslash character (\)
inside a string as an escape character.

Syntax

'$CStrings [Save | Restore]
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Arguments

Save
Saves the current $CStrings setting.

Restore
Restores a previously saved $CStrings setting.

Notes

This treatment of a backslash in a string is based on the C language.

Save and Restore operate as a stack and allow the user to change the setting
for a range of the program without having an impact on the rest of the
program.

The supported special characters are:
Newline (linefeed) \n

Horizontal tab \t

Vertical tab \v

Backspace \b

Carriage return \r

Formfeed \f

Backslash \\

Single quote \’

Double quote \”

Null character \0

The instruction “Hello\r World” is the equivalent of “Hello” + Chr$(13) +
“World”.

In addition, any character can be represented as a 3-digit octal code or a 3-
digit hexadecimal code:
Octal code \ddd

Hexadecimal code \xddd

For both hexadecimal and octal, fewer than three characters can be used to
specify the code as long as the subsequent character is not a valid (hex or
octal) character.
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To tell the compiler to return to the default string processing mode, where
the backslash character has no special meaning, use the $NoCStrings
metacommand.

CurDir Function

Returns the default directory (and drive) for the specified drive.

Return Value

The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the return
type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant expression of
vartype 8 (string).

Syntax

CurDir[$][( drive$ )]

Argument

drive$
String. Optional. The drive to search.

Notes

The drive must exist and must be within the range specified in the
LASTDRIVE statement of the config.sys  file. If a Null argument (““) is
supplied, or if no drive$ is indicated, the path for the default drive is
returned. To change the current drive, use the ChDrive statement. To
change the current directory, use the ChDir statement.

CVar Function

Converts an expression to the data type variant.

Return Value

Variant.
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Syntax

CVar( expression )

Argument

expression
Any expression that evaluates to a number.

Notes

CVar generates the same result as you would get by assigning the
expression to a variant variable.

CVDate Function

Converts an expression to the data type variant date.

Return Value

A variant of vartype 7 (date) that represents a date from January 1, 100
through December 31, 9999. A value of 2 represents January 1, 1900.
Times are represented as fractional days.

Syntax

CVDate( expression )

Argument

expression
Any expression that evaluates to a number.

Date Function

Returns a string representing the current date.

Return Value

Returns a 10-character string.
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The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the return
type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant expression of
vartype 8 (string).

Syntax

Date[$]

Date Statement

Sets the system date.

Syntax

Date[$] = expression$

Argument

expression$
String, in one of the following forms:
mm-dd-yy
mm-dd-yyyy
mm/dd/yy
mm/dd/yyyy

where mm denotes a month (01-12), dd denotes a day (01-31), and yy or
yyyy denotes a year (1980-2099).

If the dollar sign ($) is omitted, expression$ can be a string containing a
valid date, a variant of vartype 7 (date), or a variant of vartype 8 (string).

If expression$ is not already a variant of vartype 7 (date), the Date
statement attempts to convert it to a valid date from January 1, 1980
through December 31, 2099. The Date statement uses the short date format
in the International section of Control Panel to recognize day, month, and
year if a string contains three numbers delimited by valid date separators. In
addition, the Date statement recognizes month names in either full or
abbreviated form.
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DateSerial Function

Returns a date value for the year, month, and day specified.

Return Value

A variant of vartype 7 (date) that represents a date from January 1, 100
through December 31, 9999, where a value of 0 represents December 30,
1899 and a value of 2 represents January 1, 1900.

A numeric expression can be used for any of the arguments to specify a
relative date: a number of days, months, or years before or after a certain
date.

Syntax

DateSerial( year%, month%, day% )

Arguments

year%
Integer. A year. Valid values are between 100 and 9999.

month%
Integer. A month. Valid values are between 1 and 12.

day%
Integer. A day. Valid values are between 1 and 31.

DateValue Function

Returns a date value for the string specified.

Return Value

A variant of vartype 7 (date) that represents a date from January 1, 100
through December 31, 9999, where a value of 0 represents December 30,
1899 and a value of 2 represents January 1, 1900.

Syntax

DateValue( date$ )
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Argument

date$
String. A valid date. DateValue accepts several different string
representations for a date. It makes use of the operating system’s
international settings for resolving purely numeric dates.

Day Function

Returns the day of the month (1-31) of a date-time value.

Return Value

Day attempts to convert the input value of date to a date value. The return
value is a variant of vartype 2 (integer). If the value of date is Null, a
variant of vartype 1 (Null) is returned.

Syntax

Day( date )

Argument

date
Any expression that can evaluate to a date.

DDEAppReturnCode Function

Returns a code received from an application on an open dynamic data
exchange (DDE) channel.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

DDEAppReturnCode()
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Notes

To open a DDE channel, use the DDEInitiate function. Use
DDEAppReturnCode to check for error return codes from the server
application after using the DDEExecute function, the DDEPoke statement,
or the DDERequest function.

DDEExecute Statement

Sends one or more commands to an application through a dynamic-data
exchange (DDE) channel.

Syntax

DDEExecute channel%, cmd$

Arguments

channel%
Integer. The channel number of the DDE conversation as returned by the
DDEInitiate function. If channel% does not correspond to an open channel,
an error occurs.

cmd$
String. One or more commands recognized by the application.

Notes

You can also use a format similar to the one used with the SendKeys
statement to send specific key sequences. If the server application cannot
perform the specified command, an error occurs.

In many applications that support DDE, cmd$ can be one or more
statements or functions in the application’s macro language. Note that some
applications require that each command received through a DDE channel
be enclosed in brackets and quotation marks.

You can use a single DDEExecute instruction to send more than one
command to an application.
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Many commands require arguments in the form of strings enclosed in
quotation marks. Because quotation marks indicate the beginning and end
of a string in Express Basic, you must use Chr$(34) to include a quotation
mark in a command string. For example, the following instruction tells
Microsoft Excel to open myfile.xls

DDEExecute channelno, "[OPEN(" + Chr$(34) +
"MYFILE.XLS" + Chr$(34) + ")]"

DDEInitiate Function

Opens a dynamic-data exchange (DDE) channel and returns the DDE
channel number (1,2, and so on.).

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

DDEInitiate( appname$, topic$ )

Arguments

appname$
String. The name of the DDE application to talk to. Appname$ is usually
the name of the application’s .exe  file without the .exe  file name
extension. If the application is not running, DDEInitiate cannot open a
channel and returns an error. Use the Shell function to start an application.

topic$
String. The name of a topic recognized by appname$. Topic$ is usually an
open file name. If appname$ does not recognize topic$, DDEInitiate
generates an error. Many applications that support DDE recognize a topic
named System, which is always available and can be used to find out which
other topics are available. For more information on the System topic, see
the DDERequest function.

Notes

If DDEInitiate is unable to open a channel, it returns zero (0).
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The maximum number of channels that can be open simultaneously is
determined by the operating system and your system’s memory and
resources. If you are not using an open channel, you should conserve
resources by closing it using DDETerminate statement.

DDEPoke Statement

Sends data to an application on an open dynamic-data exchange (DDE)
channel.

Syntax

DDEPoke channel% , item$ , data$

Arguments

channel%
Integer. The open DDE channel number. If channel% does not correspond
to an open channel, an error occurs.

item$
String. The name of an item in the currently opened topic.

data$
String. The information to send to the topic.

Notes

When you open a channel to an application using the DDEInitiate function,
you also specify a topic, such as a file name, with which to communicate.
The item$ is the part of the topic you want to send data to. DDEPoke sends
data as a text string; you cannot send text in any other format, nor can you
send graphics.

If the server application does not recognize item$, an error occurs.

DDERequest Function

Returns data from an application through an open dynamic data exchange
(DDE) channel.
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Return Value

String.

Syntax

DDERequest[$]( channel% , item$ )

Arguments

channel%
Integer. The open DDE channel number. If channel% does not correspond
to an open channel, an error occurs.

item$
String. The name of an item in the currently opened topic to get information
about. If the server application does not recognize item$, an error occurs.

Notes

If DDERequest is unsuccessful, it returns an empty string (““).

When you open a channel to an application using the DDEInitiate function,
you also specify a topic, such as a file name, with which to communicate.
The item$ is the part of the topic whose contents you are requesting.

DDERequest returns data as a text string. Data in any other format cannot
be transferred, nor can graphics.

Many applications that support DDE recognize a topic named System.
Three standard items in the System topic are described in the following
table.

Item Returns

SysItems A list of all items in the System topic

Topics A list of available topics

Formats A list of all the Clipboard formats supported
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DDETerminate Statement

Closes the specified dynamic data exchange (DDE) channel.

Syntax

DDETerminate channel%

Argument

channel%
Integer. The open DDE channel number. If channel% does not correspond
to an open channel, an error occurs.

Notes

To free system resources, you should close channels that you are not using.

Declare Statement

Declares a procedure in a module or dynamic link library (DLL).

Syntax A

Declare Sub name [libSpecification] [(parameter[As
type])]

Syntax B

Declare Function name [ libSpecification ] [( parameter [As
type ])] [As functype ]

Arguments

name
The subprogram or function procedure to declare.

libSpecification
Optional. The location of the procedure (module or DLL).

parameter
Optional. The arguments to pass to the procedure, separated by commas.
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type
Optional. The type of the arguments.

functype
Optional. The type of return value for a function procedure.

Notes

A Sub procedure does not return a value. A Function procedure returns a
value, and can be used in an expression. To specify the data type for the
return value of a function, end the Function name with a type character or
use the As functype clause shown above. If no type is provided, the
function defaults to the variant data type.

If the libSpecification is of the following format

Lib libName  [ Alias ["] ordinal ["] ]

or

Lib libName  [ Alias "aliasname" ]

the procedure is in a DLL named libName. The ordinal argument specifies
the ordinal number of the procedure within the external DLL. Alternatively,
aliasname specifies the name of the procedure within the external DLL. If
neither ordinal nor aliasname is specified, the DLL function is accessed by
name. It is recommended that the ordinal be used whenever possible, since
accessing functions by name can cause the module to load more slowly.

A forward declaration is needed only when a procedure in the current
module is referenced before it is defined. In this case, the Lib and Alias
clauses are not used.

The data type of a parameter can be specified by using a type character or
by using the As clause. Record parameters are declared by using an As
clause and a type that has previously been defined using the Type
statement. Array parameters are indicated by using empty parentheses after
the parameter: array dimensions are not specified in the Declare statement.

External DLL procedures are called with the PASCAL calling convention
(the actual arguments are pushed on the stack from left to right). By default,
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the actual arguments are passed by Far reference. For external DLL
procedures, there are two additional keywords, ByVal and Any, that can be
used in the parameter list.

When ByVal is used, it must be specified before the parameter it modifies.
When applied to numeric data types, ByVal indicates that the parameter is
passed by value, not by reference. When applied to string parameters,
ByVal indicates that the string is passed by Far pointer to the string data.
By default, strings are passed by Far pointer to a string descriptor.

Any can be used as a type specification, and permits a call to the procedure
to pass a value of any data type. When Any is used, type checking on the
actual argument used in calls to the procedure is disabled (although other
arguments not declared as the type Any are fully type-safe). The actual
argument is passed by Far reference, unless ByVal is specified, in which
case the actual value is placed on the stack (or a pointer to the string in the
case of string data). ByVal can also be used in the call. It is the external
DLL procedure’s responsibility to determine the type and size of the
passed-in value.

When an empty string (““) is passed by value to an external procedure, the
external procedure will receive a valid (non-Null) pointer to a character of
zero. To send a Null pointer, Declare the procedure argument as ByVal As
Any, and call the procedure with an argument of zero.

Deftype Statement

Specifies the default data type for one or more variables.

Syntax

DefCur  varTypeLetters
DefInt  varTypeLetters
DefLng  varTypeLetters
DefSng  varTypeLetters
DefDbl  varTypeLetters
DefStr  varTypeLetters
DefVar  varTypeLetters
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Argument

varTypeLetters
String. A first letter of the variable name to use.

Notes

VarTypeLetters can be a single letter, a comma-separated list of letters, or a
range of letters. For example, a-d indicates the letters a, b, c, and d.

The case of the letters is not important, even in a letter range. The letter
range a-z is treated as a special case: it denotes all alpha characters,
including the international characters.

The Deftype statement affects only the module in which it is specified. It
must precede any variable definition within the module.

Variables defined using the Global or Dim statements can override the
Deftype statement by using an As clause or a type character.

DeviceToScale Function

Use the DeviceToScale function to convert a coordinate expressed in
device units into another physical coordinate system.

Return Value

Boolean Integer. The function returns TRUE if the conversion was
successful and FALSE if it was not.

Syntax

DeviceToScale( InDeviceX , InDeviceY , OutScaleX ,
OutScaleY  [, ScaleUnits ])

Arguments

InDeviceX , InDeviceY
Integer. The input arguments that contain the coordinates of the point
expressed in device units, for example, pixels for the screen or dots for the
printer.
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OutScaleX , OutScaleY
Single. The output arguments that will contain the coordinates converted in
the coordinate system specified by ScaleUnits.

ScaleUnits
Integer. Optional. The coordinate system to be used, expressed as a
constant. If you do not supply this argument, ScaleUnits defaults to
SUTwips. Valid constants are listed below.

Constant Value - Description

SUTwips 0 - Twips

SUPixels 1 - Pixels

SUInches 2 - Inches

SUCentimeters 3 - Centimeters

Notes

Because OutScaleX and OutScaleY are output arguments, when you call the
DeviceToScale function, you overwrite any value previously contained in
the variables passed to those arguments.

In Express Client products, the printer object has a DeviceToScale method.

Dialog Function

Displays a dialog box and returns a number for the button selected (-1
specifies OK , 0 specifies Cancel).

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

Dialog( recordName )

Argument

recordName
A variable name declared as a dialog box record.
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Notes

If the dialog box contains additional command buttons (for example, Help),
the Dialog function returns a number greater than zero. One corresponds to
the first command button, two to the second, and so on.

The dialog box recordName must have been declared using the Dim
statement with the As parameter followed by a dialog box definition name.
This name comes from the name argument used in the Begin Dialog and
End Dialog statement.

To trap a user’s selections within a dialog box, you must create a function
and specify it as the last argument to the Begin Dialog and End Dialog
statement.

The Dialog function does not return until the dialog box is closed.

Dialog Statement

Displays a dialog box.

Syntax

Dialog  recordName

Argument

recordName
A variable name declared as a dialog box record.

Notes

The dialog box recordName must have been declared using the Dim
statement with the As parameter followed by a dialog box definition name.
This name comes from the name argument used in the Begin Dialog and
End Dialog statement.

If the user exits the dialog box by pressing the Cancel button, the runtime
error 102 is triggered, which can be trapped using the On Error statement.
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To trap a user’s selections within a dialog box, you must create a function
and specify it as the last argument to the Begin Dialog and End Dialog
statement.

The Dialog statement does not return until the dialog box is closed.

Dim Statement

Declares variables for use in a Basic program.

Syntax

Dim [Shared] variableName  [As [New] type ]
[, variableName [As [New] type ]]  ...

Arguments

variableName
The name of the variable to declare.

type
Optional. The data type of the variable. See the Notes for information on
data types.

Notes

VariableName must begin with a letter and contain only letters, numbers,
and underscores. A name can also be delimited by brackets, and any
character can be used inside the brackets, except for other brackets.

Dim my_1st_variable  As String
Dim [one long and strange! variable name] As String

If the As clause is not used, the type of the variable can be specified by
using a type character as a suffix to variableName. The two different type-
specification methods can be intermixed in a single Dim statement
(although not on the same variable).

Basic is a strongly typed language; that is, all variables must be given a
data type or they will be automatically assigned the data type variant. The
available data types are:
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Arrays
Numbers
Objects
Records
Strings
Variants

Variables can be shared across modules. A variable declared inside a
procedure has scope that is local to that procedure. A variable declared
outside a procedure has scope that is local to the module. If you declare a
variable with the same name as a module variable, the module variable is
not accessible. See the Global statement for details.

When you declare an object variable with the Dim statement and you do
not include the New keyword, you create a reference to an object that
initially contains the value Nothing. You do not create an object. However,
when you include the New keyword, you create not only a reference to an
object but also a child of the built-in object.

The Shared keyword is included for backward compatibility with older
versions of Basic. It is not allowed in Dim statements inside a procedure. It
has no effect.

It is considered good programming practice to declare all variables. To
force all variables to be explicitly declared, use the Option Explicit
statement. It is also recommended that you place all procedure-level Dim
statements at the beginning of the procedure.

Regardless of which mechanism you use to declare a variable, you can
choose to use or omit the type character when referring to the variable in
the rest of your program. The type suffix is not considered part of the
variable name.

Dir Function

Returns a file name that matches the specified pattern.
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Return Value

The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If the dolloar sign is
specified, the return type is string. If the dollar sign is omitted, the function
returns a variant of vartype 8 (string).

Syntax

Dir[$][( pathname$  [, attributes% )]

Arguments

pathname$
String. Optional. A path or file name.

attributes%
Integer. Optional. The file attributes to select, as described in the following
table.

Value Meaning

0 Return normal files. The Dir function returns only files without directory,
hidden, system, or volume label attributes set. (Default)

2 Add hidden files.

4 Add system files.

8 Return volume label.

16 Add directories.

The values in the table can be added together to select multiple attributes.
For example, to list hidden and system files in addition to normal files set
attributes% to 6 (6=2+4).

If attributes% is set to 8, the Dir function returns the volume label of the
drive specified in pathname$, or of the current drive if a drive is not
explicitly specified. If volume label attribute is set, all other attributes are
ignored.

Notes

Pathname$ can include a drive specification and wildcard characters
(‘?’and ‘*’). The Dir function returns the first file name that matches the
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pathname$ argument. An empty string (““) passed as pathname$ is
interpreted as the current directory (same as “.”). To retrieve additional
matching file names, call the Dir function again, omitting the pathname$
and attributes% arguments. If no file is found, an empty string (““) is
returned.

DlgControlID Function

Returns the numeric ID of a dialog box control with the specified Id$ in the
active dialog box.

Return Value

Numeric ID.

Syntax

DlgControlID( Id$ )

Argument

Id$
String. The string ID for a dialog box control.

Notes

The DlgControlID function translates a string Id$ into a numeric ID. This
function can only be used from within a dialog box function. The value of
the numeric identifier is based on the position of the dialog box control
within the dialog box; it will be 0 (zero) for the first control, 1 (one) for the
second control, and so on.

Given the following example, the statement DlgControlID(“doGo”)  returns
the value 1

Begin Dialog newdlg 200, 200
    PushButton 40, 50, 80, 20, "&Stop", .doStop
    PushButton 40, 80, 80, 20, "&Go", .doGo
End Dialog
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The advantage of using a dialog box control’s numeric ID is that it is more
efficient, and numeric values can sometimes be more easily manipulated.

Rearranging the order of a control within a dialog box will change its
numeric ID. For example, if a PushButton control originally had a numeric
value of 1, and a textbox control is added before it, the PushButton
control’s new numeric value will be 2. This is shown in the following
example

CheckBox  40, 110, 80, 20, "CheckBox", .CheckBox1
TextBox   40, 20, 80, 20, .TextBox1     ' this is the
new added control
PushButton 40, 80, 80, 20, "&Go", .doGo

The string IDs come from the last argument in the dialog box definition
statement that created the dialog box control, such as the TextBox or
ComboBox statements. The string ID does not include the period (.) and is
case-sensitive.

Use DlgControlID only while a dialog box is running. See the Begin Dialog
and End Dialog statement for more information.

DlgEnable Function

Returns the enable state for the specified dialog control (-1 specifies
enabled, 0 specifies disabled).

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

DlgEnable( Id )

Argument

Id
The numeric ID for the dialog box control.
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Notes

If a dialog box control is enabled, it is accessible to the user. You might
want to disable a control if its use depends on the selection of other
controls.

Use the DlgControlID function to find the numeric ID for a dialog box
control, based on its string identifier.

Use the DlgEnable function only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement for more information.

DlgEnable Statement

Enables, disables, or toggles the state of the specified dialog box control.

Syntax

DlgEnable Id [, mode%]

Arguments

Id
The numeric ID for the dialog box control to change.

mode%
Integer. Optional. The enable state (1 specifies enable, 0 specifies disable).

Notes

If mode% is omitted, the DlgEnable statement toggles the state of the
dialog box control specified by Id. If a dialog box control is enabled, it is
accessible to the user. You might want to disable a control if its use
depends on the selection of other controls.

Use the DlgControlID function to find the numeric ID for a dialog box
control, based on its string identifier. The string IDs come from the last
argument in the dialog box definition statement that created the dialog box
control, such as the TextBox or ComboBox statements.
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Use the DlgEnable statement only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement for more information.

DlgEnd Statement

Closes the active dialog box.

Syntax

DlgEnd exitCode%

Argument

exitCode%
Integer. The return value after closing the dialog box (-1 specifies OK , 0
specifies Cancel).

Notes

ExitCode% contains a return value only if the dialog box was displayed
using the Dialog function. That is, if you used the Dialog statement,
exitCode is ignored.

If the dialog box contains additional command buttons (for example, Help),
the Dialog function returns a number greater than 0. 1 corresponds to the
first command button, 2 to the second, and so on.

Use the DlgEnd statement only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement for more information.

DlgFocus Function

Returns the numeric ID of the dialog box control having the input focus.

Return Value

Numeric ID.

Syntax

DlgFocus[$]()
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Notes

A control has focus when it is active and responds to keyboard input.

Use the DlgFocus function only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and an End Dialog statement statement for more information.

DlgFocus Statement

Sets the focus for the specified dialog box control.

Syntax

DlgFocus Id

Argument

Id
The numeric ID for the dialog box control to become active.

Notes

Use the DlgControlID function to find the numeric ID for a dialog box
control, based on its string identifier. The string IDs come from the last
argument in the dialog box definition statement that created the dialog box
control, such as the TextBox or ComboBox statements.

Use the DlgFocus statement only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement for more information.

DlgListBoxArray Function

Returns the number of elements in a list or combo box.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

DlgListBoxArray( Id [, Array$ ])
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Arguments

Id
The numeric ID for the list box or combo box.

Array$
Optional. The entries in the list box or combo box that is returned. Array$
is a one-dimensional array of dynamic strings. If array$ is dynamic, its size
is changed to match the number of strings in the list or combo box. If
array$ is not dynamic and it is too small, an error occurs. If array$ is
omitted, the function returns the number of entries in the specified dialog
box control.

Notes

Use the DlgControlID function to find the numeric ID for a dialog control,
based on its string identifier. The string IDs come from the last argument in
the dialog box definition statement that created the dialog box control, such
as the TextBox or ComboBox statements.

Use the DlgListBoxArray function only while a dialog box is running. See
the Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement statement for more information.

DlgListBoxArray Statement

Fills a list or combo box with an array of strings.

Syntax

DlgListBoxArray Id , Array$

Arguments

Id
The numeric ID for the list box or combo box.

Array$
The entries for the list box or combo box. Array$ has to be a one-
dimensional array of dynamic strings. One entry appears in the list box for
each element of the array. If the number of strings changes depending on
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other selections made in the dialog box, you should use a dynamic array
and change the size of the array with the ReDim statement.

Notes

Use the DlgListBoxArray statement only while a dialog box is running. See
the Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement statement for more information.

DlgSetPicture Statement

Changes the picture in a picture dialog box control for the current dialog
box.

Syntax

DlgSetPicture Id , filename$, type

Arguments

Id
The numeric ID for the picture dialog box control.

filename$
String. The name of the bitmap file (.bmp ) to use.

type
Integer. The location of the file (0 specifies filename$, 3 specifies
Clipboard)

Notes

Use the DlgControlID function to find the numeric ID for a dialog box
control, based on its string identifier. The string IDs come from the last
argument in the dialog box definition statement that created the dialog box
control, such as the TextBox or ComboBox statements.

Use the DlgSetPicture statement only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement for more information.

See the Picture statement for more information about displaying pictures in
dialog boxes.
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DlgText Function

Returns the text associated with a dialog box control for the current dialog
box.

Return Value

String.

Syntax

DlgText[$]( Id )

Argument

Id
The numeric ID for a dialog box control.

Notes

If the control is a text box or a combo box, the DlgText function returns the
text that appears in the text box. If it is a list box, the function returns its
current selection. If it is a text box, DlgText returns the text. If the control is
a command button, option button, option group, or a check box, the
function returns its label.

Use the DlgText function only while a dialog box is running. See the Begin
Dialog and End Dialog statement for more information.

DlgText Statement

Changes the text associated with a dialog box control for the current dialog
box.

Syntax

DlgText Id , text$

Arguments

Id
The numeric ID for a dialog box control.
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text$
String. The text to use for the dialog box control.

Notes

If the dialog box control is a text box or a combo box, the DlgText
statement sets the text that appears in the text box. If it is a list box, a string
equal to text$ or beginning with text$ is selected. If the dialog box control
is a text control, the DlgText statement sets it to text$. If the dialog box
control is a command button, option button, option group, or a check box,
the statement sets its label.

The DlgText statement does not change the identifier associated with the
control.

Use the DlgText statement only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement for more information.

DlgValue Function

Returns a numeric value for the state of a dialog box control for the current
dialog box.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

DlgValue( Id )

Argument

Id
The numeric ID for a dialog box control.
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Notes

The values returned depend on the type of control.

Control Value Returned

Checkbox 1 = Selected
0 = Cleared
-1 = Grayed

Option Group 0 = 1st button selected
1 = 2nd button selected, and so on.

Listbox 0 = 1st item
1 = 2nd item, and so on.

Combo box 0 = 1st item
1 = 2nd item, and so on.

Text, Textbox, Button Error occurs

Use the DlgValue function only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement statement for more information.

DlgValue Statement

Changes the value associated with the dialog box control for the current
dialog box.

Syntax

DlgValue Id , value%

Arguments

Id
The numeric ID for a dialog box control.

value%
The new value for the dialog box control.
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Notes

The values you use to set the control depend on the type of the control:

Control Value Returned

Checkbox 1 = Selected
0 = Cleared
-1 = Grayed

Option Group 0 = 1st button selected
1 = 2nd button selected, and so on.

Listbox 0 = 1st item
1 = 2nd item, and so on.

Combo box 0 = 1st item
1 = 2nd item, and so on.

Text, Textbox, Button Error occurs

Use the DlgValue statement only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement statement for more information.

DlgVisible Function

Returns information on whether a dialog box control is visible or hidden.

Return Value

Boolean integer. -1 means visible and 0 means hidden.

Syntax

DlgVisible( Id )

Argument

Id
The numeric ID for a dialog box control.

Use the DlgVisible function only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement statement for more information.
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DlgVisible Statement

Hides or displays a dialog box control for the current dialog box.

Syntax

DlgVisible Id [, mode%]

Arguments

Id
The numeric ID for a dialog box control.

mode%
Integer. Optional. Use one of the following values to set the dialog box
control state:

1 = Display a previously hidden control.
0 = Hide the control.

If you omit the mode% argument, the dialog box state is toggled between
visible and hidden.

Notes

Use the DlgVisible statement only while a dialog box is running. See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement statement for more information.

Do...Loop Statement

Repeats a series of program lines as long as (or until) an expression is
TRUE.

Syntax A

Do [{While | Until} condition ]
[ statementblock ]
[Exit Do]
[ statementblock ]

Loop
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Syntax B

Do
[ statementblock ]
[Exit Do]
[ statementblock ]

Loop [{While | Until} condition ]

Arguments

Condition
Any expression that evaluates to TRUE (nonzero) or FALSE (0).

statementblock(s)
Optional. Program lines to repeat while (or until) condition is TRUE.

Notes

When an Exit Do statement is executed, control goes to the statement after
the Loop statement. When used within a nested loop, an Exit Do statement
moves control out of the immediately enclosing loop.

DoEvents Statement

Yields execution to Windows for processing operating system events.

Syntax

DoEvents

Notes

DoEvents does not return until Windows has finished processing all events
in the queue and all keys sent by the SendKeys statement.

DoEvents should not be used if other tasks can interact with the running
program in unforeseen ways. Since Express Basic yields control to the
operating system at regular intervals, DoEvents should only be used to
force Express Basic to allow other applications to run at a known point in
the program.
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DropComboBox Statement

Creates a combination of a drop-down list box and a text box.

Syntax A

DropComboBox x, y,  dx, dy, text$, .field

Syntax B

DropComboBox x, y, dx, dy, stringarray$(), .field

Arguments

x , y
The upper-left corner coordinates of the list box, relative to the upper-left
corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the combo box in which the user enters or selects
text.

text$
The selections for the combo box.

stringarray$
An array of dynamic strings for the selections in the combo box.

.field
The name of the dialog-record field that will hold the text string entered in
the text box or chosen from the list box.

Notes

The x argument is measured in 1/4 system-font character-width units. The y
argument is measured in 1/8 system-font character-width units. (See the
Begin Dialog and an End Dialog statement for more information.)

The text$ argument must be defined, using a Dim statement, before the
Begin Dialog statement is executed. The arguments in the text$ string are
entered as shown in the following example
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dimname = "listchoice" + Chr$(9) + "listchoice" +
Chr$(9) + "listchoice" ...

The string in the text box will be recorded in the field designated by the
.field argument when the OK  button (or any button other than Cancel) is
chosen. The field argument is also used by the dialog box statements that
act on this control.

You use a drop-down combo box when you want the user to be able to edit
the contents of the list box (such as file names or their paths). You use a
drop-down list box when the items in the list should remain unchanged.

Use the DropComboBox statement only between a Begin Dialog and an
End Dialog statement.

DropListBox Statement

Creates a drop-down list of choices.

Syntax A

DropListBox x, y,  dx, dy, text$, .field

Syntax B

DropListBox x, y, dx, dy, stringarray$(), .field

Arguments

x , y
The upper-left corner coordinates of the list box, relative to the upper-left
corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the combo box in which the user enters or selects
text.

text$
The selections for the combo box.
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stringarray$
An array of dynamic strings for the selections in the combo box.

.field
The name of the dialog-record field that will hold the text string entered in
the text box or chosen from the list box.

Notes

The x argument is measured in 1/4 system-font character-width units. The y
argument is measured in 1/8 system-font character-width units. (See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement for more information.)

The text$ argument must be defined, using a Dim Statement, before the
Begin Dialog statement is executed. The arguments in the text$ string are
entered as shown in the following example:

dimname = "listchoice" + Chr$(9) + "listchoice" +
Chr$(9) + "listchoice" ...

The string in the text box will be recorded in the field designated by the
.field argument when the OK  button (or any button other than Cancel) is
chosen. The field argument is also used by the dialog box statements that
act on this control.

A drop-down list box is different from a list box. The drop-down list box
only displays its list when the user selects it; the list box also displays its
entire list in the dialog box.

Use the DropListBox statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.

Environ Function

Returns the string setting for a keyword in the operating system’s
environment table.

Return Value

Returns a Null string if the specified argument cannot be found.
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The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the return
type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8 (string).

Syntax A

Environ[$]( environment-string$ )

Syntax B

Environ[$]( numeric-expression% )

Arguments

environment-string$
String. The name of a keyword in the operating system environment.

numeric expression%
Integer. The position of the string in the environment table. (1st, 2nd, 3rd,
and so on.)

Notes

If you use the environment-string$ parameter, enter it in uppercase, or
Environ returns a Null string (““). The return value for Syntax A is the
string associated with the keyword that is mrequested.

If you use the numeric expression% parameter, the numeric expression is
automatically rounded to a whole number, if necessary. The return value for
Syntax B is a string in the form “keyword = value.”

Eof Function

Returns the value -1 if the end of the specified open file has been reached,
otherwise returns 0.

Return Value

Boolean integer.

Syntax

Eof( filenumber% )
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Argument

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to use.

Notes

See the Open statement for more information about assigning numbers to
files when they are opened.

Erase Statement

Reinitializes the contents of a fixed array or frees the storage associated
with a dynamic array.

Syntax

Erase Array [, Array ]

Argument

Array
The name of the array variable to reinitialize.

Notes

The effect of using Erase on the elements of a fixed array varies with the
type of element:

Element Type Erase Effect

numeric Each element set to zero

variable length string Each element set to zero length string

fixed length string Each element’s string is filled with zeros

variant Each element set to Empty

user-defined type Members of each element are cleared as if the members were
array elements; that is,. numeric members have their value set
to zero, and so on.

object Each element is set to the special value Nothing
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Erl Function

Returns the line number where an error was trapped.

Return Value

Long integer.

Syntax

Erl

Notes

If you use a Resume or On Error statement after Erl, the return value for Erl
is reset to 0. To maintain the value of the line number returned by Erl,
assign it to a variable.

The value of the Erl function can be set indirectly through the Error
statement.

Consult the list of trappable errors when you write code to handle runtime
errors.

Err Function

Returns the runtime error code for the last error that was trapped.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

Err

Notes

If you use a Resume or On Error statement after Erl, the return value for Err
is reset to 0. To maintain the value of the line number returned by Erl,
assign it to a variable.
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The value of the Err function can be set directly through the Err statement
and indirectly through the Error statement.

Consult the list of trappable errors when you write code to handle runtime
errors.

Err Statement

Sets a runtime error code.

Syntax

Err = n%

Argument

n%
Integer. The error code (between 1 and 32,767) or 0 for no runtime error.

Notes

The Err statement is used to send error information between procedures.

Consult the list of trappable errors when you write code to handle runtime
errors.

Error Function

Returns the error message that corresponds to the specified error code.

Return Value

String. If no error message is found to match the errorcode, a Null string
(““) is returned.

The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the return
type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8 (string).

Syntax

Error[$][( errornumber% )]
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Argument

errornumber%
Integer. The error code (valid values are between 1 and 32,767).

If this argument is omitted, Express Basic returns the error message for the
runtime error that has occurred most recently.

Consult the list of trappable errors when you write code to handle runtime
errors.

Error Statement

Simulates the occurrence of an Express Basic or user-defined error.

Syntax

Error errornumber%

Argument

errornumber%
Integer. The error code (valid values are between 1 and 32,767). If an
errornumber% is one that Express Basic already uses, the Error statement
will simulate an occurrence of that error.

Notes

User-defined error codes should employ values greater than those used for
standard Express Basic error codes. To help ensure that non-Express Basic
error codes are chosen, user-defined codes should work down from 32,767.

If an Error statement is executed, and no error-handling routine is enabled,
Express Basic produces an error message and halts program execution. If
an Error statement specifies an error code not used by Express Basic, the
message “User-defined error” is displayed.

Consult the list of trappable errors when you write code to handle runtime
errors.
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Exit Statement

Terminates Loop statements or transfers control to a calling procedure.

Syntax

Exit {Do | For| Function | Sub}

Notes

Use Exit Do inside a Do...Loop statement. Use Exit For inside a For...Next
statement. When the Exit statement is executed, control transfers to the
statement after the Loop or Next statement. When used within a nested
loop, an Exit statement moves control out of the immediately enclosing
loop.

Use Exit Function inside a Function...End Function statement. Use Exit Sub
inside a Sub...End Sub statement.

Exp Function

Returns the value e (the base of natural logarithms) raised to a power.

Return Value

If the variable to contain the return value has a data type of integer,
currency, or single, the return value is a single-precision value. If the
variable has a date type of long, variant, or double, the value returned is a
double-precision number.

The constant e is approximately 2.718282.

Syntax

Exp( number )

Argument

number
The exponent value for e.
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FileAttr Function

Returns the file mode or the operating system handle for the open file.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

FileAttr( filenumber%, returntype% )

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to use. The number used in the Open
statement to open the file.

returntype%
Integer. The return type (1 specifies Return file mode, 2 specifies Return
operating system handle).

The following table lists the return values and corresponding file modes if
returntype% is 1.

Value Mode

1 Input

2 Output

8 Append

FileCopy Statement

Copies a file.

Syntax

FileCopy source$, destination$
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Arguments

source$
String. The name (and path) of the file to copy.

destination$
String. The name (and path) for the copied file.

Notes

Wildcards (* or ?) are not allowed for either the source$ or destination$
arguments. The source$ file cannot be copied if it is opened by Express
Basic for anything other than read-access.

FileDateTime Function

Returns the last modification date and time for the specified file.

Return Value

Date.

Syntax

FileDateTime( pathname$ )

Argument

pathname$
String. The name of the file to query. Pathname$ can contain path and disk
information, but cannot include wildcards (* and ?).

FileLen Function

Returns the length of the specified file.

Return Value

Integer.
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Syntax

FileLen( pathname$ )

Argument

pathname$
String. The name of the file to query. Pathname$ can contain path and disk
information, but cannot include wildcards (* and ?).

Notes

If the specified file is open, FileLen returns the length of the file before it
was opened.

FindObject Function

Converts a string that contains the fully qualified name of an object into an
object reference.

Return Value

Object.

Syntax

FindObject( FullName, StartFrom  )

Arguments

FullName
String. The fully qualified name of an object. FullName uses an
exclamation point (!) to separate levels of containership. For example, the
value of FullName for a group box (gpOptions) that exists in a page
(pgStats) that is contained by a project (pjSales) is as follows:

pjSales!pgStats!gpOptions

When you refer to an object property such as the DataCube property of a
table, the FullName argument requires a period (.) before the name of the
object that is the value of the property. For example, assume that table1
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located on page (pgStats) has its DataCube property set to datacube1. In
this case, the value of FullName is as follows:

pjSales!pgStats!table1.datacube1

StartFrom
Object. Specifies an object at which you want the search to begin in the
Containership Hierarchy.

FireEvent Function

Fires, or triggers, an event for a single object.

Return Value

Boolean integer.

Syntax

FireEvent( object, eventname, parameters )

Arguments

object
Object. The name of the object for which you want to fire the event.

eventname
String. The name of the event you want to fire for the object.

parameters
Variant. Optional. The arguments for the event, separated by commas. The
data type corresponds to the data type of the arguments. For arguments with
a data type of single, you must use a variant variable in place of the actual
argument value. For example, suppose that you wanted to use FireEvent to
fire the AfterMouseDown event. You might try to use the following line of
code:

call FireEvent(btnSample, "AfterMouseDown",
RIGHT_BUTTON, 0, 0, 0)
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Because the last two arguments for the AfterMouseDown event have a data
type of single, you will see a runtime error for this line. You must use the
following lines of code instead.

Dim x
Dim y
x=0
y=0
call FireEvent(btnSample, "AfterMouseDown",
RIGHT_BUTTON, 0, x, y)

Notes

The BroadcastEvent function works similarly to the FireEvent function.
However, while BroadcastEvent fires the event for an object and its
contents, FireEvent fires the event only for the object, even if it contains
other objects.

Fix Function

Returns the integer part of a number.

Return Value

The return value’s data type matches the type of the numeric expression.
This includes variant expressions, unless the numeric expression is a string
(vartype 8) that evaluates to a number, in which case the data type for its
return value is vartype 5 (double). If the numeric expression is vartype 0
(empty), the data type for the return value is vartype 3 (long).

For both positive and negative numbers, the Fix function removes the
fractional part of the expression and returns the integer part only. For
example, Fix (6.2) returns 6; Fix (-6.2) returns -6.

Syntax

Fix( number )

Argument

number
Any valid numeric expression.
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For...Next Statement

Repeats a series of program lines a fixed number of times.

Syntax

For counter  = start  TO end  [STEP increment ]
[statementblock]
[Exit For]
[statementblock]

Next [counter]

Arguments

counter
A numeric variable for the loop counter.

start
The beginning value of the counter.

end
The ending value of the counter.

increment
Optional. The amount by which the counter is changed each time the loop
is run. (The default is one.)

statementblock
Optional. Basic functions, statements, or methods to be executed.

Notes

The start and end values must be consistent with increment: If end is
greater than start, increment must be positive. If end is less than start,
increment must be negative. Express Basic compares the sign of (start-end)
with the sign of increment. If the signs are the same, and end does not equal
start, the For...Next loop is started. If not, the loop is omitted in its entirety.

With a For...Next loop, the program lines following the For statement are
executed until the Next statement is encountered. At this point, the Step
value is added to counter and compared with the final value, end. If the
beginning and ending values are the same, the loop executes once,
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regardless of the Step value. Otherwise, the Step value controls the loop as
follows.

Step Value Loop Execution

Positive If counter is less than or equal to end, the Step value is added to
counter. Control returns to the statement after the For statement and the
process repeats. If counter is greater than end, the loop is exited;
execution resumes with the statement following the Next statement.

Negative The loop repeats until counter is less than end.

Zero The loop repeats indefinitely.

Within the loop, the value of counter should not be changed, as changing
counter will make programs more difficult to maintain and debug.

For...Next loops can be nested within one another. Each nested loop should
be given a unique variable name as its counter. The Next statement for the
inside loop must appear before the Next statement for the outside loop. The
Exit For statement can be used as an alternative exit from For...Next loops.

If the variable is left out of a Next statement, the Next statement will match
the most recent For statement. If a Next statement occurs prior to its
corresponding For statement, Express Basic returns an error message.

Multiple consecutive Next statements can be merged together. If this is
done, the counters must appear with the innermost counter first and the
outermost counter last as shown in the following example

For i = 1 To 10
[ statementblock  ]
For j = 1 To 5

[ statementblock ]
Next j, i

Format Function

Returns a formatted string of an expression based on a given format. You
can format the following types of information: numbers, dates and times,
strings.
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Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8
(string).

Syntax

Format[$]( expression [, format ])

Arguments

expression
Number, variant, or string. The value to be formatted.

format
String. Optional. The format to use. See one of the topics below for a
detailed description of format strings.

Formatting Numbers
Formatting Dates and Times
Formatting Strings

Notes

Format formats the expression as a number, date, time, or string depending
on the format argument. As with any string, you must enclose the format
argument in quotation marks (““).

Numeric values are formatted as either numbers, dates, or times. If a
numeric expression is supplied and the format argument is omitted or Null,
the number will be converted to a string without any special formatting.

Both numeric values and variants can be formatted as dates. When
formatting numeric values as dates, the value is interpreted according to the
standard Basic date encoding scheme. The base date, December 30, 1899,
is represented as zero, and other dates are represented as the number of
days from the base date.

Strings are formatted by transferring one character at a time from the input
expression to the output string.
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Formatting Numbers

The predefined numeric formats with their meanings are as follows.

Format Description

General Number Displays the number without thousand separator.

Fixed Displays the number with at least one digit to the left and at least
two digits to the right of the decimal separator.

Standard Displays the number with thousand separator and two digits to
the right of the decimal separator.

Scientific Displays the number using standard scientific notation.

Currency Displays the number using a currency symbol as defined in the
International section of Control Panel. Uses a thousand
separator and displays two digits to the right of the decimal
separator. Encloses negative value in parentheses.

Percent Multiplies the number by 100 and displays it with a percent sign
appended to the right; displays two digits to the right of the
decimal separator.

True/False Displays FALSE for 0, TRUE for any other number.

Yes/No Displays NO for 0, YES for any other number.

On/Off Displays OFF for 0, ON for any other number.

To create a user-defined numeric format, follow these guidelines:

For a simple numeric format, use one or more digit characters and
(optionally) a decimal separator. The two format digit characters provided
are zero (0) and the pound sign (#). A zero forces a corresponding digit to
appear in the output; while the pound sign causes a digit to appear in the
output if it is significant (in the middle of the number or non-zero).

Number Format Result

1234.56 # 1235

1234.56 #.## 1234.56

1234.56 #.# 1234.6

1234.56 ######.## 1234.56

1234.56 00000.000 01234.560

0.12345 #.## .12

0.12345 0.## 0.12
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A comma placed between digit characters in a format causes a comma to be
placed between every three digits to the left of the decimal separator.

Number Format Result

1234567.8901 #,#.## 1,234,567.89

1234567.8901 #,#.#### 1,234,567.8901

Although a comma and a period are used in the format to denote separators
for thousands and decimals, the output string will contain the appropriate
character, based on the current international settings for your machine.

Numbers can be scaled either by inserting one or more commas before the
decimal separator or by including a percent sign in the format specification.
Each comma preceding the decimal separator (or after all digits if no
decimal separator is supplied) will scale (divide) the number by 1,000. The
commas will not appear in the output string. The percent sign will cause the
number to be multiplied by 100. The percent sign will appear in the output
string in the same position as it appears in format.

Number Format Result

1234567.8901 #,.## 1234.57

1234567.8901 #,,.#### 1.2346

1234567.8901 #,#,.## 1,234.57

0.1234 #0.00% 12.34%

Characters can be inserted into the output string by being included in the
format specification. The following characters will be automatically
inserted in the output string in a location matching their position in the
format specification:

-   +   $   (   )   space   :   /
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Any set of characters can be inserted by enclosing them in double quotes.
Any single character can be inserted by preceding it with a backslash (\)

Number Format Result

1234567.89 $#,0.00 $1,234,567.89

1234567.89 “TOTAL:”
$#,#.00

TOTAL:
$1,234,567.89

1234 \=\>#,#\<\= =>1,234<=

You can use the Express Basic ‘$CStrings metacommand or the Chr
function if you need to embed quotation marks in a format specification.
The character code for a quotation mark is 34.

Numbers can be formatted in scientific notation by including one of the
following exponent strings in the format specification:

E-   E+   e-   e+

The exponent string should be preceded by one or more digit characters.
The number of digit characters following the exponent string determines
the number of exponent digits in the output. Format specifications
containing an uppercase E will result in an uppercase E in the output. Those
containing a lowercase e will result in a lowercase e in the output. A minus
sign following the E will cause negative exponents in the output to be
preceded by a minus sign. A plus sign in the format will cause a sign to
always precede the exponent in the output.

Number Fmt Result

1234567.89 ###.##E-00 123.46E04

1234567.89 ###.##e+# 123.46e+4

0.12345 0.00E-00 1.23E-01

A numeric format can have up to four sections, separated by semicolons. If
you use only one section, it applies to all values. If you use two sections,
the first section applies to positive values and zeros, the second to negative
values. If you use three sections, the first applies to positive values, the
second to negative values, and the third to zeros. If you include semicolons
with nothing between them, the undefined section is printed using the
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format of the first section. The fourth section applies to Null values. If it is
omitted and the input expression results in a Null value, Format returns an
empty string.

Number Fmt Result

1234567.89 #,0.00;(#,0.00);” Zero”;” NA” 1,234,567.89

-1234567.89 #,0.00;(#,0.00);” Zero”;” NA” (1,234,567.89)

0.0 #,0.00;(#,0.00);” Zero”;” NA#” Zero

0.0 #,0.00;(#,0.00);;” NA” 0.00

Null #,0.00;(#,0.00);” Zero”;” NA” NA

Null “The value is:” 0.00

Formatting Dates and Times

As with numeric formats, there are several predefined formats for
formatting dates and times:

Format Description

General Date If the number has both integer and real parts, displays both date and
time. (For example., 11/8/93 1:23:45 PM); if the number has only
integer part, displays it as a date; if the number has only fractional
part, displays it as time.

Long Date Displays a long date value. The long date value is defined in the
International section of Control Panel.

Medium Date Displays the date using the month abbreviation and without the day
of the week. (For example, 08-Nov-93).

Short Date Displays a short date value. The short date value is defined in the
International section of Control Panel.

Long Time Displays a long time value. The long time value is defined in the
International section of Control Panel and includes hours, minutes,
and seconds.

Medium Time Does not display seconds; displays hours in a 12-hour format and
use the AM/PM designator.

Short Time Does not display seconds; uses a 24-hour format and no AM/PM
designator.
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When using a user-defined format for a date, the format specification
contains a series of tokens. Each token is replaced in the output string by its
appropriate value.

A complete date can be output using the following tokens:

Token Output

c The date-time as if the format was: “ddddd ttttt.” See the definitions below.

ddddd The date including the day, month, and year according to the machine’s
current short date setting. The default short date setting for the United
States is m/d/yy.

dddddd The date including the day, month, and year according to the machine’s
current long date setting. The default long date setting for the United States
is mmmm dd, yyyy.

ttttt The time including the hour, minute, and second using the machine’s current
time settings The default time format is h:mm:ss AM/PM.
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Finer control over the output is available by including format tokens that
deal with the individual components of the date-time. These tokens are:

Token Output

d The day of the month as a one- or two-digit number (1-31).

dd The day of the month as a two-digit number (01-31).

ddd The day of the week as a three-letter abbreviation (Sun-Sat).

dddd The day of the week without abbreviation (Sunday-Saturday).

w The day of the week as a number (Sunday as 1, Saturday as 7).

ww The week of the year as a number (1-53).

m The month of the year or the minute of the hour as a one- or two-digit
number. The minute will be output if the preceding token was an hour;
otherwise, the month will be output.

mm The month or the year or the minute of the hour as a two-digit number. The
minute will be output if the preceding token was an hour; otherwise, the
month will be output.

mmm The month of the year as a three-letter abbreviation (Jan-Dec).

mmmm The month of the year without abbreviation (January-December).

q The quarter of the year as a number (1-4).

y The day of the year as a number (1-366).

yy The year as a two-digit number (00-99).

yyyy The year as a four-digit number (100-9999).

h The hour as a one- or two-digit number (0-23).

hh The hour as a two-digit number (00-23).

n The minute as a one- or two-digit number (0-59).

nn The minute as a two-digit number (00-59).

s The second as a one- or two-digit number (0-59).

ss The second as a two-digit number (00-59).
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By default, times will be displayed using a military (24-hour) clock. Several
tokens are provided in date-time format specifications to change this
default. They all cause a 12 hour clock to be used. These are:

Token Output

AM/PM An uppercase AM with any hour before noon; an uppercase PM with any
hour between noon and 11:59 PM.

am/pm A lowercase am with any hour before noon; a lowercase pm with any hour
between noon and 11:59 PM.

A/P An uppercase A with any hour before noon; an uppercase P with any hour
between noon and 11:59 PM.

a/p A lowercase a with any hour before noon; a lowercase p with any hour
between noon and 11:59 PM.

AMPM The contents of the 1159 string (s1159) in the win.ini  file with any hour
before noon; the contents of the 2359 string (s2359) with any hour between
noon and 11:59 PM. Note that ampm is equivalent to AMPM.

Any set of characters can be inserted into the output by enclosing them in
double quotes. Any single character can be inserted by preceding it with a
backslash (\). See the number formatting section above for more details.

Formatting Strings

By default, string formatting transfers characters from left to right. The
exclamation point (!), when added to the format specification, causes
characters to be transferred from right to left.

By default, characters being transferred will not be modified. The less than
(<) and the greater than (>) characters can be used to force case conversion
on the transferred characters. The less than character forces output
characters to be in lowercase. The greater than character forces output
characters to be in uppercase.
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Character transfer is controlled by the at sign (@) and ampersand (&)
character in the format specification. These operate as follows.

Character Interpretation

@ Output is a character or a space. If there is a character in the string being
formatted in the position where the @ appears in the format string, displays
it; otherwise, displays a space in that position.

& Output is a character or nothing. If there is a character in the string being
formatted in the position where the & appears, displays it; otherwise,
displays nothing.

A format specification for strings can have one or two sections separated by
a semicolon. If you use one section, the format applies to all string data. If
you use two sections, the first section applies to string data, the second to
Null values and zero-length strings.

FreeFile Function

Returns the lowest unused file number.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

FreeFile

Notes

The FreeFile function is used when you need to supply a file number and
want to make sure that you are not choosing a file number that is already in
use.

The value returned can be used in a subsequent Open statement.

Function...End Function Statement

Defines a function procedure.
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Syntax

[Static] [Private] Function name [([Optional] parameter
[As type ] ...)] [As functype ]

name = expression

End Function

Arguments

name
A function name.

parameter
The argument(s) to pass to the function when it is called.

type
Optional. The data type for the function arguments.

functype
Optional. The data type for the return value.

name=expression
The expression that sets the return value for the function.

Notes

The purpose of a function is to produce and return a single value of a
specified type. Recursion is supported.

The data type of name determines the type of the return value. Use a type
character as part of the name, or use the As functype clause to specify the
data type. If omitted, the default data type is variant. When calling the
function, you need not specify the type character.

The parameters are specified as a comma-separated list of variable names.
The data type of a parameter can be specified by using a type character or
by using the As clause. Record parameters are declared using an As clause
and a type that has previously been defined using the Type statement. Array
parameters are indicated by using empty parentheses after the parameter.
The array dimensions are not specified in the Function statement. All
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references to an array parameter within the body of the function must have
a consistent number of dimensions.

You specify the return value for the function name using the
name=expression assignment, where name is the name of the function and
expression evaluates to a return value. If omitted, the value returned is 0 for
numeric functions and an empty string (““) for string functions, and vartype
0 (Empty) is returned for a return type of variant. The function returns to
the caller when the End Function statement is reached or when an Exit
statement is executed.

If you declare a parameter as Optional, a procedure can omit its value when
calling the function. Only parameters with variant data types can be
declared as optional, and all optional arguments must appear after all
required arguments in the Function statement. The IsMissing function must
be used to check whether an optional parameter was omitted by the user or
not. Named parameters are described under the Call statement heading, but
they can be used when the function is used in an expression as well.

The Static keyword specifies that all the variables declared within the
function will retain their values as long as the program is running,
regardless of the way the variables are declared.

The Private keyword specifies that the function will not be accessible to
functions and subprograms from other modules. Only procedures defined in
the same module will have access to a Private function.

Basic procedures use the call by reference convention. This means that if a
procedure assigns a value to a parameter, it will modify the variable passed
by the caller. This feature should be used with great care.

Use the Sub and End Sub statement to define a procedure with no return
value.

FV Function

Returns the future value for a constant periodic stream of cash flows as in
an annuity or a loan.
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Return Value

Double.

Syntax

FV(rate, nper, pmt, pv, due)

Arguments

rate
Interest rate per period.

nper
Total number of payment periods.

pmt
Constant periodic payment per period.

pv
Present value or the initial lump sum amount paid (as in the case of an
annuity) or received (as in the case of a loan).

due
Whether payments are due at the beginning or end of the pay period. 0
specifies that payments are due at the end of each payment period; 1
specifies that they are due at the beginning of the period.

Notes

The given interest rate is assumed constant over the life of the annuity.

If payments are on a monthly schedule and the annual percentage rate on
the annuity or loan is 9%, the rate is 0.0075 (.0075 = .09/12).

Get Statement

Reads data from a file opened in Random or Binary mode and puts it in a
variable.
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Syntax

Get[#] filenumber% , [ recnumber& ], varname

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to use.

recnumber&
Long. Optional. The number of the record (for Random mode) or the offset
of the byte (for Binary mode) at which to start reading.

Recnumber& is in the range 1 to 2,147,483,647. If omitted, the next record
or byte is read.

The commas before and after the recnumber& are required, even if you do
not supply a recnumber&.

varname
The name of the variable into which Get reads file data. Varname can be
any variable except object or array variables (single array elements can be
used).

Notes

For Random mode, the following rules apply:

� Blocks of data are read from the file in chunks whose size is equal to
the size specified in the Len clause of the Open statement. If the size of
varname is smaller than the record length, the additional data is
discarded. If the size of varname is larger than the record length, an
error occurs.

� For variable length string variables, Get reads two bytes of data that
indicate the length of the string, then reads the data into varname.
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� For variant variables, Get reads two bytes of data that indicate the type
of the variant, then it reads the body of the variant into varname. Note
that variants containing strings contain two bytes of data type
information, followed by two bytes of length, followed by the body of
the string.

� User-defined types are read as if each member were read separately,
except no padding occurs between elements.

Files opened in Binary mode behave similarly to those opened in Random
mode, except for the following

� Get reads variables from the disk without record padding.

� Variable length strings that are not part of user-defined types are not
preceded by the 2-byte string length. Instead, the number of bytes read
is equal to the length of varname.

GetAttr Function

Returns the attributes of a file, directory, or volume label.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

GetAttr( pathname$ )

Argument

pathname$
String. The name of the file, directory, or label to query. Pathname$ cannot
contain wildcards (* and ?).
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Notes

The file attributes returned by GetAttr are as follows:

Value Meaning

0 Normal file

1 Read-only file

2 Hidden file

4 System file

8 Volume label

16 Directory

32 Archive - file has changed since last backup

GetField Function

Returns a substring from a source string.

Return Value

String.

Syntax

GetField[$]( string$, field_number%, separator_chars$ )

Arguments

string$
String. A list of fields, divided by separator characters.

field_number%
Integer. The number of the field to return, starting with 1. If field_number is
greater than the number of fields in the string, an empty string (““) is
returned.

separator_chars$
String. The characters separating each field. The separator_char$ can
contain multiple separator characters, although the first one will be used as
the separator character.
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GetFullName Function

Provides the fully qualified name for an object.

Return Value

String. The string returned uses an exclamation point (!) to separate levels
of containership. For example the table (tbAmt) on page (pgStats) in project
(pjSales) would return the following string:

pjSales!pgStats!tbAmt
If the string returned references an object property, such as the DataCube
property of a table, then the function uses a period (.) between the name of
the table and the name of the object that is the setting for the object
property. Assume that datacube1 is the setting of the DataCube property on
table tbAmt. In this case the GetFullName function returns the following
string:
pjSales!pgStats!tbAmt.datacube1

Syntax

GetFullName( Obj )

Arguments

Obj
Object. A reference to the object for which you want a fully qualified name.

Notes

The GetFullName function is useful when you want to set a property that
requires the fully qualified name of an object. Examples of such properties
are ViewName and ObjectName, which are used in several QuickActions.

GetObject Function

Returns an OLE2 object associated with the file name or the application
name.
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Return Value

Object.

Syntax A

GetObject( pathname$ )

Syntax B

GetObject( pathname$ , type-string$ )

Syntax C

GetObject( , type-string$ )

Arguments

pathname$
String. The path and file name for the object to retrieve.

type-string$
String. The type of the object.

Notes

Use GetObject with the Set statement to assign a variable to the object for
use in a Basic procedure. The variable used must first be dimensioned as an
Object.

Syntax A of GetObject accesses an OLE2 object stored in a file. For
example, the following two lines dimension the variable FILEOBJECT as
an object and assign the object file payables  to it. The payables  file is
located in the subdirectory spredsht

Dim FileObject  As Object
Set FileObject  = GetObject("\spredsht\payables")

If the application supports accessing component OLE2 objects within the
file, you can append an exclamation point and a component object name to
the file name, as follows

Dim ComponentObject  As Object
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Set ComponentObject  =
GetObject("\spredsht\payables!R1C1:R13C9")

Syntax B of GetObject accesses an OLE2 object of a particular type that is
stored in a file. Type-string$ uses the syntax appname.objtype, where
appname is the name of the application that provides the object, and
objtype is the type of the object, as shown in the following example.

Dim NewObject  As Object
Set NewObject  = GetObject("\spredsht\payables",
"turbosht.spreadsheet")

The third form of GetObject accesses the active OLE2 object of a particular
type, as shown in the following example.

Dim ActiveSheet  As Object
Set ActiveSheet  = GetObject( , "turbosht.spreadsheet")

Global Statement

Declare global variables for use in a Basic program.

Syntax

Global variableName  [As type ] [, variableName [As type ]]
...

Arguments

variableName
Optional. A variable name.

type
Optional. The data type for a variable.

Notes

Global data is shared across all loaded modules. If an attempt is made to
load a module that has a global variable declared that has a different data
type than an existing global variable of the same name, the module load
will fail.
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Basic is a strongly typed language: all variables must be given a data type
or they will be automatically assigned a type of variant.

If the As clause is not used, the type of the global variable can be specified
by using a type character as a suffix to variableName. The two different
type-specification methods can be intermixed in a single Global statement
(although not on the same variable).

Regardless of which mechanism you use to declare a global variable, you
can choose to use or omit the type character when referring to the variable
in the rest of your program. The type suffix is not considered part of the
variable name.

The Global statement is valid only in a global module.

The available data types are:

Arrays
Numbers
Objects
Records
Strings
Variants

GoTo Statement

Transfers program control to the label that is specified.

Syntax

GoTo { label$ }

Argument

label$
String. A name beginning in the first column of a line of code and ending
with a colon (:). A label has the same format as any other Basic name.
Reserved words are not valid labels.
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Notes

GoTo cannot be used to transfer control out of the current function or
subprogram.

GroupBox Statement

Defines and draws a box that encloses sets of dialog box items, such as
option boxes and check boxes.

Syntax

GroupBox x , y ,  dx , dy , text$ [, . id ]

Arguments

x , y
The upper-left corner coordinates of the list box, relative to the upper-left
corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the group box.

text$
The title for the top border of the group box.

.id
Optional. The string ID for the group box, which is used by the dialog
statements that act on this control.

Notes

The x argument is measured in 1/4 system-font character-width units. The y
argument is measured in 1/8 system-font character-width units. (See the
Begin Dialog and End Dialog statement for more information.)

If  text$ is wider than dx, the additional characters are truncated. If text$ is
an empty string (““), the top border of the group box will be a solid line.

Use the GroupBox statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.
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Hex Function

Returns the hexadecimal representation of a number as a string.

Return Value

If number is an integer, the return string contains up to four hexadecimal
digits; otherwise, the value will be converted to the long data type, and the
string can contain up to eight hexadecimal digits.

To represent a hexadecimal number directly, precede the hexidecimal value
with &H. For example, &H10 equals decimal 16 in hexadecimal notation.

The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the return
type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8 (string).

Syntax

Hex[$]( number )

Argument

number
Any numeric expression that evaluates to a number.

Hour Function

Returns the hour-of-day component (0-23) of a date-time value.

Return Value

A variant of vartype 2 (integer). If the value of time is Null, a variant of
vartype 1 (Null) is returned.

Syntax

Hour( time )

Argument

time
Any numeric or string expression that can evaluate to a date and time.
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Time is a double-precision value. The numbers to the left of the decimal
point denote the date and the decimal value denotes the time (from 0 to
.99999). Use the TimeValue function to obtain the correct value for a
specific time.

If...Then...Else Statement

Executes alternative blocks of program code based on one or more
expressions.

Syntax A

If condition  Then then_statement  [Else else_statement ]

Syntax B

If condition  Then
statement_block

[ElseIf expression  Then
statement_block ]...

[Else
statement_block ]

End If

Arguments

condition
Any expression that evaluates to TRUE (non-zero) or FALSE (zero).

then_statement
Any valid single expression.

else_statement
Any valid single expression.

expression
Any expression that evaluates to TRUE (non-zero) or FALSE (zero).

statement_block
Zero or more valid expressions, separated by colons (:), or on different
lines.
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Notes

When multiple statements are required in either the Then or Else clauses,
use the block version (Syntax B) of the If statement.

Include Metacommand

A metacommand that includes statements from the specified file.

Syntax

'$Include: " filename$ "

Argument

filename$
String. The name and location of the file to include. It is recommended
(although not required) that you use a file extension of .sbh  for filename$.
If no directory or drive is specified, the compiler will search for filename$
on the source file search path.

Notes

All metacommands must begin with an apostrophe (‘) and are recognized
by the compiler only if the command starts at the beginning of a line. For
compatibility with other versions of Basic, you can enclose the filename$ in
single quotation marks (‘) instead of double quotation marks.

INIGetAllSettings Function

Returns all the key and value settings for a section of an INI file.

Return Value

Integer. The number of keys returned in the Values array. (This value can
also be obtained by calling ubound (Values, 1) in Express Basic.)

Returns 0 (FALSE) if the array used for the Values argument is an array
whose bounds were specified during design. This happens because the
method is not able to redimension a fixed array.
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Syntax

INIGetAllSettings(  FileName, Section, Values  )

Arguments

FileName
String. Full path name of the INI file. If you want to reference the INI file
for the Express Client product, use the ProductINIFile property of the
Application object.

Section
String. The name of the section from which to return the settings.

Values
Array of strings. You must pass a dynamic array for this argument. The
method initializes the array and returns a two-dimensional array of strings.
The method needs to be able to redimension the array based on the number
of keys it finds for the specified Section argument.

The following is an example of unacceptable code for passing the Values
argument because the size of the array is fixed during design.

dim strValues (5, 5) as string
call INIGetAllSettings (filename, section,

strValues())

The following is an example of acceptable code for passing the Values
argument.

dim strValues () as string
call INIGetAllSettings (filename, section,

strValues())

The following is an example of acceptable code in which a Redim
statement occurs before passing the Values argument.

dim strValues () as string
redim strValues (10, 10)
call INIGetAllSettings (filename, section,

strValues())
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INIGetSetting Function

Returns a value for a key in a section of an INI file.

Return Value

Variant. The value obtained from the INI file. If the key is not found,
returns the value specified in the Default argument.

Syntax

INIGetSetting(  FileName, Section, Key, Default  )

Arguments

FileName
String. The full path name of the INI file. If you want to reference the INI
file for the Express Client product, use the ProductINIFile property of the
Application object.

Section
String. The name of the section in which the key is located.

Key
String. The name of the key.

Default
Variant. Optional. The default value to be returned if the key is not found.

INISaveSetting Function

Updates the value of a key in a section of an INI file.

Important:  If the INI file, the section, or the key does not exist, then the
method creates a new INI file, section, or key as necessary.

Return Value

Boolean integer.
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Syntax

INISaveSetting(  FileName, Section, Key, Value  )

Arguments

FileName
String. The name of the INI file. If you want to reference the INI file for the
Express Client product, use the ProductINIFile property of the Application
object.

Section
String. The name of the section in which the key is located.

Key
String. The name of the key to be saved.

Value
String. The value to be saved for the key.

Input Function

Returns a string containing the characters that are read in from a file.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8
(string).

Syntax

Input[$]( number%, [#] filenumber% )

Arguments

number%
Integer. The number of characters to read from the file.

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to use.
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Notes

The file pointer is advanced by the number of characters that are read.
Unlike the Input statement, the Input function returns all characters it reads,
including carriage returns, line feeds, and leading spaces.

Input Statement

Reads data from a sequential file and assigns the data to variables.

Syntax A

Input [#] filenumber% , variable [ , variable ]...

Syntax B

Input [ prompt$ ,] variable [, variable ]...

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to read from. The filenumber% is the
number used in the Open statement to open the file.

variable
The variable(s) to contain the value(s) read from the file. The list of
variables is separated by commas.

prompt$
String. Optional. A prompt for keyboard input.

Notes

If filenumberr% is not specified, the user is prompted for keyboard input,
either with prompt$ or with a”?”, if prompt$ is omitted.

InputBox Function

Displays a dialog box containing a prompt and returns a string entered by
the user.
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Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8
(string).

Syntax

InputBox[$]( prompt$, [ title$ ] , [ default$ ] , [ xpos%,
ypos%])

Arguments

prompt$
String. The text to show in the dialog box. The length of prompt$ is
restricted to 255 characters. This figure is approximate and depends on the
width of the characters used. Note that a carriage return and a line-feed
character must be included in prompt$ if a multiple-line prompt is used.

title$
String. Optional. The caption to display in the dialog box’s title bar.

default$
String. Optional. The default response to display in the edit box.

xpos% , ypos%
Integer. Optional. Expressions, specified in dialog box units, that determine
the position of the dialog box.

Notes

If either prompt$ or default$ is omitted, nothing is displayed.

Xpos% determines the horizontal distance between the left edge of the
screen and the left border of the dialog box. Ypos% determines the
horizontal distance from the top of the screen to the dialog box’s upper
edge. If these arguments are not entered, the dialog box is centered roughly
one-third of the way down the screen. A horizontal dialog box unit is 1/4 of
the average character width in the system font; a vertical dialog box unit is
1/8 of the height of a character in the system font.
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If you want to specify the dialog box’s position, you must enter both the
xpos% and ypos% arguments. If you enter one without the other, the default
positioning is set.

If the user presses ENTER, or chooses the OK  button, InputBox returns the
text contained in the input box. If the user chooses Cancel, the InputBox
function returns a Null string (““).

InStr Function

Returns the position of the first occurrence of one string within another
string.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax A

InStr([ start% ,] string1$ , string2$ )

Syntax B

InStr( start%, string1$ , string2$ [, compare%])

Arguments

start%
Integer. Optional. The position in string1$ to begin the search. (1 specifies
the first character in the string.)

string1$
String. The string to search.

string2$
String. The string to find.

compare%
Integer. The method to use to compare the strings. (0 specifies case-
sensitive, 1 specifies case-insensitive.)
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Notes

If not specified, the search starts at the beginning of the string (equivalent
to a start% of 1). These arguments can be of any type. They will be
converted to strings.

InStr returns a 0 under the following conditions:

� Start% is greater than the length of string2$.

� String1$ is a Null string.

� String2$ is not found.

� If either string1$ or string2$ is a Null variant, Instr  returns a Null
variant.

� If string2$  is a Null string (““), Instr  returns the value of start%.

� If compare% is 0, a case-sensitive comparison based on the ANSI
character set sequence is performed. If compare% is 1, a case-
insensitive comparison is done based on the relative order of characters
as determined by the country code setting for your system. If
compare% is omitted, the module level default, as specified with the
Option Compare statement, is used.

Int Function

Returns the integer part of a number.

Return Value

For positive numbers, Int removes the fractional part of the expression and
returns the integer part only. For negative numbers, Int returns the largest
integer less than or equal to the expression. For example, Int (6.2) returns 6;
Int(-6.2) returns -7.

The return type matches the type of the numeric expression. This includes
variant expressions, which will return a result of the same vartype as input,
except vartype 8 (string) will be returned as vartype 5 (double), and vartype
0 (empty) will be returned as vartype 3 (long).
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Syntax

Int( number )

Argument

number
Any numeric expression.

IPmt Function

Returns the interest portion of a payment for a given period of an annuity.

Return Value

Double.

Syntax

IPmt( rate, per, nper, pv, fv, due )

Arguments

rate
Interest rate per period.

per
Particular payment period in the range 1 through nper.

nper
Total number of payment periods.

pv
Present value of the initial lump sum amount paid (as in the case of an
annuity) or received (as in the case of a loan).

fv
Future value of the final lump sum amount required (as in the case of a
savings plan) or paid (0 as in the case of a loan).
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due
Whether payments are due at the beginning or end of the pay period. 0
specifies that payments are due at the end of each payment period; 1
specifies that they are due at the beginning of the period.

Notes

The given interest rate is assumed constant over the life of the annuity. If
payments are on a monthly schedule, then rate will be 0.0075, if the annual
percentage rate on the annuity or loan is 9 percent.

IRR Function

Returns the internal rate of return for a stream of periodic cash flows.

Return Value

Double.

Syntax

IRR( valuearray(), guess )

Arguments

valuearray( )
An array containing cash flow values.

guess
A ballpark estimate of the value returned by IRR. In general, a guess value
of between 0.1 (10 percent) and 0.15 (15 percent) would be a reasonable
estimate.

Notes

valuearray() must have at least one positive value (representing a receipt)
and one negative value (representing a payment). All payments and receipts
must be represented in the exact sequence. The value returned by IRR will
vary with the change in the sequence of cash flows.
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IRR is an iterative function. It improves a given guess over several
iterations until the result is within 0.00001 percent. If it does not converge
to a result within 20 iterations, it signals a failure.

Is Operator

Compares two object expressions and returns -1 if they refer to the same
object, otherwise returns 0.

Return Value

Boolean integer.

Syntax

objectExpression  Is objectExpression

Argument

objectexpression
Any valid object expression.

Notes

The Is operator can also be used to test whether an object variable has been
set to Nothing.

IsDate Function

Returns -1 (TRUE) if an expression is a legal date, 0 (FALSE) if it is not.

Return Value

Boolean integer. Returns -1 (TRUE) if the expression is of vartype 7 (date)
or a string that can be interpreted as a date.

Syntax

IsDate( expression )
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Argument

expression
Any valid expression.

IsDerivedFrom Function

Returns -1 (TRUE) if one object is derived from another at any level of the
inheritance hierarchy, otherwise returns 0 (FALSE).

Return Value

Boolean integer.

Syntax

IsDerivedFrom( ChildObject, ParentObject )

Arguments

ChildObject
The object to test.

ParentObject
The object that might be a parent of ChildObject.

Notes

The IsDerivedFrom function differs from the Typeof function, in that
Typeof performs an exact class match instead of checking the inheritance
hierarchy.

IsEmpty Function

Returns -1 (TRUE) if a variant has been initialized, otherwise returns 0
(FALSE).

Return Value

Boolean integer. Returns -1 (TRUE) if the variant is of vartype 0 (empty).
Any newly defined variant defaults to an Empty type, to signify that it
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contains no initialized data. An Empty variant converts to zero when used
in a numeric expression, or converts to an empty string (““) in a string
expression.

Syntax

IsEmpty( expression )

Argument

expression
Any expression with a variant data type.

IsMissing Function

Returns -1 (TRUE) if an optional parameter was not supplied by the user,
otherwise returns 0 (FALSE).

Return Value

Boolean integer.

Syntax

IsMissing( argname )

Argument

argname
An optional argument for a subprogram, function, Express Basic statement,
or Express Basic function.

Notes

IsMissing is used in procedures that have optional arguments to find out
whether the argument’s value was supplied.

IsNull Function

Returns -1 (TRUE) if a variant expression contains the Null value,
otherwise returns 0 (FALSE).
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Return Value

Boolean integer.

Syntax

IsNull( expression )

Argument

expression
Any expression with a variant data type.

Notes

Null variants have no associated data and serve only to represent invalid or
ambiguous results. Null is not the same as Empty, which indicates that a
variant has not yet been initialized.

IsNumeric Function

Returns -1 (TRUE) if an expression has a numeric data type, otherwise
returns 0 (FALSE).

Return Value

Boolean integer. Returns -1 (TRUE) if the expression is of vartypes 2-6
(numeric) or a string that can be interpreted as a number.

Syntax

IsNumeric( expression )

Argument

expression
Any valid expression.
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It Variable

Because propagation of event procedures can occur from a content object to
its container, you can use the It variable so that the container can determine
where a propagated event originated. The It variable refers to the object that
originally received an event, independent of the inheritance hierarchy. The
It variable can be used only with events (not with methods) and only in
referencing the containership hierarchy.

Syntax

It

Notes

You can use the It variable in nearly the same way as any other object
variable, with two exceptions:

� The It variable cannot be set.

� The It variable cannot be coded in a library module, since all
procedures created in a library module are treated as methods.

If you want to refer to the It variable in a library module, you can pass the It
variable to the library module, but you must use a different object variable
in that module. For example, in an event procedure, you could call a utility
procedure in a library module by coding:

Sub AfterClick
Call Module1.Util(It)
End Sub

In the library module, you could use the following code:

Sub Util(ObjIt as Object)
Msgbox ObjIt.Name
End Sub

Kill Statement

Deletes files from a hard disk or floppy drive.
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Syntax

Kill pathname$

Argument

pathname$
String. A valid DOS file specification. The pathname$ specification can
contain paths and wildcards.

Notes

The Kill statement deletes files only, not directories. Use the RmDir
function to delete directories.

LBound Function

Returns the lower bound of the subscript range for the specified array.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

LBound( arrayname  [, dimension ])

Arguments

arrayname
The name of the array to use.

dimension
Optional. The dimension to use. The dimensions of an array are numbered
starting with 1. If the dimension is not specified, 1 is used as a default.

Notes

The LBound function can be used with the Ubound function to determine
the length of an array.
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LCase Function

Returns a copy of a string, with all uppercase letters converted to
lowercase.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is String. If omitted, the function will typically return a variant
of vartype 8 (string). If the value of string$ is Null, a variant of vartype 1
(Null) is returned.

Syntax

LCase[$]( string$ )

Argument

string$
String. The string to change to lowercase. Accepts any type of string$ and
will convert the input value to a string.

Notes

The conversion to lowercase is based on the country specified in Control
Panel.

Left Function

Returns a string of a specified length copied from the beginning of another
string.

Return Value

String. If the length of string$ is less than length%, the Left function returns
the whole string.

The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the return
type is string. If omitted, the function will typically return a variant of
vartype 8 (string). If the value of string$ is Null, a variant of vartype 1
(Null) is returned.
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Syntax

Left[$]( string$ , length% )

Arguments

string$
String. Any expression that can evaluate to a string.

length%
Integer. The number of characters to copy.

Len Function

Returns the length of a string or variable.

Return Value

If the argument is a string, the number of characters in the string is
returned. If the argument is a variant variable, the Len function returns the
number of bytes required to represent its value as a string; otherwise, the
length of the built-in data type or user-defined type is returned.

If syntax B is used, and varname is a variant containing a Null value, the
Len function returns a Null variant.

Syntax A

Len( string$ )

Syntax B

Len( varname )

Arguments

string$
String. The string whose length you want to determine.

varname
A variable that contains a string.
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Let (Assignment Statement)

Assigns an expression to a Basic variable.

Syntax

[Let] variable = expression

Arguments

variable
The name of a variable to assign to expression.

expression
The expression to assign to variable.

Notes

The keyword Let is optional.

The Let statement can be used to assign a value or expression to a variable
with a data type of numeric, string, variant, or record variable. You can also
use the Let statement to assign a value to a record field or to an element of
an array.

When assigning a value to a numeric or string variable, standard conversion
rules apply.

Let differs from Set in that Set assigns a variable to an OLE object. For
example,
Set o1 = o2  sets the object reference.

Let o1 = o2  sets the value of the default member.

Like Operator

Returns the value -1 (TRUE) if a string matches a pattern, otherwise returns
0 (FALSE).

Syntax

string$ LIKE pattern$
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Arguments

string$
String. Any string expression.

pattern$
String. Any string expression to match to string$.

Notes

The pattern$ argument can include the following special characters:

Character Matches

? A single character

* A set of zero or more characters

# A single digit character (0-9)

[chars] A single character in chars

[!chars] A single character not in chars

[schar-echar] A single character in the range schar to echar

[!schar-echar] A single character not in the range schar to echar

Both ranges and lists can appear within a single set of square brackets.
Ranges are matched according to their ANSI values. In a range, schar must
be less than echar.

If either string$ or pattern$ is a Null value, then the resulting value is Null.

The Like operator respects the current setting of the Option Compare
statement.

Line Input Statement

Reads a line from a sequential file into a string variable.

Syntax A

Line Input[#] filenumber% , varname$
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Syntax B

Line Input [ prompt$ ,] varname$

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to use. If specified, filenumber% is
the number used in the Open statement to open the file. If filenumber% is
not provided, the line is read from the keyboard.

prompt$
String. Optional. The prompt for keyboard input; it must be a literal string.
If prompt$ is not provided, a prompt of”?” is used.

varname$
String. A string variable to contain the line that is read.

ListBox Statement

Defines a list box of choices for a dialog box.

Syntax A

ListBox x, y,  dx, dy, text$, .field

Syntax B

ListBox x, y, dx, dy, stringarray$(), .field

Arguments

x , y
The upper-left corner coordinates of the list box, relative to the upper-left
corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the list box.

text$
The selections for the list box.
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stringarray$
An array of dynamic strings for the selections in the list box.

.field
The name of the dialog-record field that will hold a number for the choice
made in the list box.

Notes

The x argument is measured in 1/4 system-font character-width units. The y
argument is measured in 1/8 system-font character-width units. (See the
Begin Dialog...End Dialog statement for more information.)

The text$ argument must be defined, using a Dim statement, before the
Begin Dialog statement is executed. The arguments in the text$ string are
entered as shown in the following example

dimname = " listchoice " + Chr$(9) + " listchoice " +
Chr$(9) + " listchoice "...

A number representing the selection’s position in the text$ string is
recorded in the field designated by the .field argument when the OK  button
(or any button other than Cancel) is chosen. The numbers begin at 0. If no
item is selected, it is -1. The field argument is also used by the dialog
statements that act on this control.

Use the ListBox statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End Dialog
statement.

Loc Function

Returns the current offset within an open file.

Return Value

For files opened in Random mode, returns the number of the last record that
was read or written. For files opened in Append, Input, or Output mode,
Loc returns the current byte offset divided by 128. For files opened in
Binary mode, Loc returns the offset of the last byte that was read or written.
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Syntax

Loc( filenumber% )

Argument

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to query.

The filenumber% argument is the number used in the Open statement of the
file.

Lock, Unlock Statements

Controls access to an open file.

Syntax

Lock[#] filenumber%  [, [ start& ] [To end&]]
Unlock[#]filenumber% [, {record& | [start&] To end&}]

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file. The filenumber% arrgument is the
number used in the Open statement of the file.

record&
Long. Optional. The number of the starting record to unlock.

start&
Long. Optional. The number of the first record or byte offset to lock or
unlock.

end&
Long. Optional. The number of the last record or byte offset to lock or
unlock.

Notes

For Binary mode, start&, and end& are byte offsets. For Random mode,
start&, and end& are record numbers. If start& is specified without end&,
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then only the record or byte at start& is locked. If To end& is specified
without start&, then all records or bytes from record number or offset 1 to
end& are locked.

For Input, Output, and Append modes, start&, and end& are ignored and
the whole file is locked.

Lock and Unlock always occur in pairs with identical parameters. All locks
on open files must be removed before closing the file, or unpredictable
results will occur.

Lof Function

Returns the length of an open file in bytes.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

Lof( filenumber% )

Argument

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file. The filenumber% argument is the
number used in the Open statement of the file.

Log Function

Returns the natural logarithm of a number.

Return Value

The return value is single-precision for an integer, currency or single-
precision for a numeric expression, double-precision for a long, variant, or
double-precision numeric expression.
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Syntax

Log( number )

Argument

number
Any valid numeric expression.

Lset Statement

Copies one string to another, or assigns a user-defined type variable to
another.

Syntax A

Lset string$ = string-expression

Syntax B

Lset variable1 = variable2

Arguments

string$
A string or string expression to contain the copied characters.

string-expression
An expression containing the string to copy.

variable1
A variable with a user-defined type to contain the copied variable.

variable2
A variable with a user-defined type to copy.

Notes

If string$ is shorter than string-expression, Lset copies the leftmost
character of string-expression into string$. The number of characters
copied is equal to the length of string$.
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If string$ is longer than string-expression, all characters of string-
expression are copied into string$, filling it from left to right. All leftover
characters of string$ are replaced with spaces.

In Syntax B, the number of characters copied is equal to the length of the
shorter of variable1 and variable2.

Lset cannot be used to assign variables of different user-defined types if
either contains a variant or a variable-length string.

LTrim Function

Returns a copy of a string with all leading space characters removed.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is string. If omitted, the function typically returns a variant of
vartype 8 (string). If the value of string$ is Null, a variant of vartype 1
(Null) is returned.

Syntax

LTrim[$]( string$ )

Argument

string$
String. Any expression that can evaluate to a string.

Me Variable

Refers to the object in the inheritance hierarchy for the event being
processed. Me also serves as the default variable; that is, the variable to
which unqualified references to members apply. Me can be used in event
procedures and methods.

Syntax

Me
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Notes

Some Basic modules are attached to application objects and Basic
subroutines are invoked when that application object encounters events. A
good example is a user-visible button that triggers a Basic routine when the
user clicks on the button.

Subroutines in such contexts can use the Me variable to refer to the object
for the event being processed. The programmer can use Me in all the same
ways as any other object variable, except that the Me variable cannot be set.

Mid Function

Returns a portion of a string, starting at a specified location within the
string.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is string. If omitted, the function typically returns a variant of
vartype 8 (string). If the value of string$ is Null, a variant of vartype 1
(Null) is returned.

Syntax

Mid[$]( string$ , start% [, length% ])

Arguments

string$
String. Any expression that can evaluate to a string.

start%
Integer. The starting position in string$ to begin replacing characters.

length%
Integer. Optional. The number of characters to replace.
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Notes

If the length% argument is omitted, or if string$ is smaller than length%,
the Mid function returns all characters in string$. If start% is larger than
string$, the Mid function returns a Null string (““).

The index of the first character in a string is 1.

Mid$ requires the string argument to be of the type string or variant. The
Mid function allows the string argument to be of any data type.

To modify a portion of a string value, see the Mid statement.

Mid Statement

Replaces part (or all) of one string with another, starting at a specified
location.

Syntax

Mid( stringvar$ , start% [, length% ]  ) = string$

Arguments

stringvar$
String. The string to change.

start%
Integer. The position at which to begin replacing characters.

length%
Integer. Optional. The number of characters to replace.

string$
String. The string to place into another string.

Notes

If the length% argument is omitted, or if there are fewer characters in
string$ than specified in length%, the Mid statement replaces all the
characters from start% to the end of string$. If start% is larger than the
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number of characters in the indicated stringvar$, the Mid statement
appends string% to stringvar$.

If length% is greater than the length of string$, then length% is set to the
length of string$. If start% is greater than the number of characters in
stringvar$, an illegal function call error will occur at runtime. If length%
plus start% is greater than the length of stringvar$, then only the characters
up to the end of stringvar$ are replaced.

The Mid statement never changes the number of characters in stringvar$.

The index of the first character in a string is 1.

Minute Function

Returns an integer for the minute component (0-59) of a date-time value.

Return Value

A variant of vartype 2 (Integer). If the value of time is Null, a Variant of
vartype 1 (Null) is returned.

Syntax

Minute( time )

Argument

time
Any numeric or string expression that can evalute to a date-time value.

MkDir Statement

Creates a new directory.

Syntax

MkDir path$
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Argument

path$
String. The new default directory to create. The syntax for path$ is:

[ drive :] [\] directory  [\ directory ]

The drive argument is optional. If drive is omitted, MkDir makes a new
directory on the current drive. The directory argument is any directory
name.

Month Function

Returns an integer for the month component (1-12) of a date-time value.

Return Value

A variant of vartype 2 (integer). If the value of date is Null, a variant of
vartype 1 (Null) is returned.

Syntax

Month( date )

Argument

date
Any numeric or string expression that can evalute to a date-time value.

MsgBox Function

Displays a message dialog box and returns a value (1-7) indicating which
button the user selected.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

MsgBox( prompt$, [ buttons% ][, title$ ])
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Arguments

prompt$
String. The text to display in a dialog box. The prompt$ argument must be
no more than 1,024 characters long. A message string greater than 255
characters without intervening spaces will be truncated after the 255th
character.

buttons%
Integer. Optional. A value indicating the buttons, the icon, and the default
button choice to display in a dialog box.

title$
String. Optional. The title for the message box.

Notes

The buttons% argument is the sum of three values, one from each of the
groups in the following table. The last column of the table shows the
constants for the values.

Value Description Constant

Group 1: 0 OK only qaMBOK

Buttons 1 OK, Cancel qaMBOKCancel

2 Abort, Retry, Ignore qaMBAbortRetryIgnore

3 Yes, No, Cancel qaMBYesNoCancel

4 Yes, No qaMBYesNo

5 Retry, Cancel qaMBRetryCancel

Group 2: 16 Critical Message ( STOP ) qaMBIconStop

Icons 32 Warning Query ( ? ) qaMBIconQuestion

48 Warning Message ( ! ) qaMBIconExclamation

64 Information Message ( i ) qaMBIconInfo

Group 3: 0 First button

Defaults 256 Second button

512 Third button

If buttons% is omitted, the Msgbox function displays a single OK  button.
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After the user clicks on a button, the Msgbox function returns a value
indicating the user’s choice. The return values for the Msgbox function are
shown in the following table, along with the constants.

Value Button Pressed Constant

1 OK pgPROK

2 Cancel pgPRCancel

3 Abort pgPRAbort

4 Retry pgPRRetry

5 Ignore pgPRIgnore

6 Yes pgPRYes

7 No pgPRNo

MsgBox Statement

Displays a prompt in a message dialog box.

Syntax

MsgBox prompt$ , [ buttons% ][ , title$ ]

Arguments

prompt$
String. The text to display in a dialog box. Prompt$ must be no more than
1,024 characters long. A message string greater than 255 characters without
intervening spaces will be truncated after the 255th character.

buttons%
Integer. Optional. A value indicating the buttons, the icon, and the default
button choice to display in a dialog box.

title$
String. Optional. The title for the message box.
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Notes

The buttons% argument is the sum of three values, one from each of the
groups in the following table. The last column of the table shows the
constants for the values.

Value Description Constant

Group 1: 0 OK only qaMBOK

Buttons 1 OK, Cancel qaMBOKCancel

2 Abort, Retry, Ignore qaMBAbortRetryIgnore

3 Yes, No, Cancel qaMBYesNoCancel

4 Yes, No qaMBYesNo

5 Retry, Cancel qaMBRetryCancel

Group 2: 16 Critical Message ( STOP ) qaMBIconStop

Icons 32 Warning Query ( ? ) qaMBIconQuestion

48 Warning Message ( ! ) qaMBIconExclamation

64 Information Message ( i ) qaMBIconInfo

Group 3: 0 First button

Defaults 256 Second button

512 Third button

If buttons% is omitted, the Msgbox statement displays a single OK  button.

Name Statement

Renames a file or moves a file from one directory to another.

Syntax

Name oldfilename$ As newfilename$

Arguments

oldfilename$
String. The file to rename.
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newfilename$
String. The name for the file.

Notes

A path can be part of either file name argument. If the paths are different,
the file is moved to the new directory.

A file must be closed in order to be renamed. If the file oldfilename$ is
open or if the file newfilename$ already exists, Basic generates an error
message.

New Operator

Allocates and initializes a new OLE2 object of the named type.

Syntax

Set objectVar  = New TypeName
Dim objectVar  As New TypeName

Arguments

objectVar
The OLE2 object to allocate and initialize.

TypeName
The object type to assign to the object.

Notes

In the Dim statement, New marks objectVar so that a new object will be
allocated and initialized when objectVar is first used. If objectVar is not
referenced, then no new object will be allocated.

An object variable that was declared with the New operator will allocate a
second object if objectVar is Set to Nothing and referenced again.

Do not confuse the New operator (used in a Set or Dim statement) with the
New method of the project object. You use the New method to initialize a
project object.
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NoCStrings Metacommand

A metacommand that tells the compiler to treat a backslash (\) inside a
string as a normal character.

Syntax

'$NoCStrings [Save]

Argument

Save
Optional. Saves the current $CStrings metacommand setting before
restoring the treatment of the backslash (\) to a normal character.

Notes

Use the $CStings Restore command to restore a previously saved setting.
Save and Restore operate as a stack and allow the user to change the
$CStrings setting for a range of the program without having an impact on
the rest of the program.

Use the $CStrings metacommand to tell the compiler to treat a backslash (\)
inside of a string as an Escape character.

Nothing Function

Returns an object value that does not refer to an object.

Return Value

Object.

Syntax

Set variableName = Nothing

Argument

variableName
The name of the object variable to set to nothing.
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Notes

Nothing is the value object variables have when they do not refer to an
object, either because they have not been initialized yet or because they
were explicitly set to Nothing. For example:

If Not objectVar  Is Nothing then
objectVar.Close
Set objectVar  = Nothing

End If

Now Function

Returns the current date and time.

Return Value

Returns a variant of vartype 7 (date) that represents the current date and
time according to the setting of the computer’s system date and time.

Syntax

Now()

NPV Function

Returns the net present value of an investment based on a stream of
periodic cash flows and a constant interest rate.

Return Value

Double.

Syntax

NPV(rate, valuearray())

Arguments

rate
Discount rate per period.
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valuearray( )
An array containing cash flow values.

Notes

The valuearray( ) argument must have at least one positive value
(representing a receipt) and one negative value (representing a payment).
All payments and receipts must be represented in the exact sequence. The
value returned by NPV will vary with the change in the sequence of cash
flows.

If the discount rate is 12 percent per period, rate is the decimal equivalent,
that is, 0.12.

NPV uses future cash flows as the basis for the net present value
calculation. If the first cash flow occurs at the beginning of the first period,
its value should be added to the result returned by NPV and must not be
included in the valuearray( ) argument.

Null Function

Returns a variant value set to Null.

Return Value

Variant.

Syntax

Null

Notes

The Null function is used to set a variant to the Null value explicitly, as
follows:

variableName = Null

Variants are initialized by Basic to the empty value, which is different from
the Null value.
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Object Variable Type

A variable type that provides access to OLE2 automation objects.

Syntax

Dim variableName  As Object

Argument

variableName
The name of the object variable to declare.

Notes

To create a new object, first dimension a variable, using the Dim statement,
then set the variable to the return value of the CreateObject or GetObject
functions, as follows.

Dim OLE2 As Object
Set OLE2 = CreateObject("spoly.cpoly")

To refer to a method or property of the newly created object, use the syntax
objectvar.property or objectvar.method, as follows:

OLE2.reset

Oct Function

Returns the octal representation of a number as a string.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return data type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of
vartype 8 (string).

Syntax

Oct[$]( number )
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Argument

number
A numeric expression for the number to convert to octal representation.

If the numeric expression has a data type of integer, the string will contain
up to 6 octal digits; otherwise, the expression will be converted to a data
type of long, and the string can contain up to 11 octal digits.

To represent an octal number directly, precede the octal value with &O. For
example, &O10 equals decimal 8 in octal notation.

OKButton Statement

Determines the position and size of an OK  button in a dialog box.

Syntax

OKButton x, y,  dx, dy [, . id ]

Arguments

x , y
The position of the OK  button relative to the upper-left corner of the dialog
box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the button.

.id
Optional. An identifier for the button.

Notes

A dy value of 14 typically accommodates text in the system font.

The .id argument is an optional identifier used by the dialog statements that
act on this control.

Use the OKButton statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.
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On...Goto Statement

Branches to a label in the current procedure based on the value of a numeric
expression.

Syntax

ON numeric-expression GoTo label1 [, label2 , ... ]

Arguments

numeric-expression
Any numeric expression that evalutes to a positive number.

label1 , label2
A label in the current procedure to branch to if numeric-expression evalutes
to 1, 2, and so on.

Notes

If numeric expression evaluates to 0 or to a number greater than the number
of labels following GoTo, the program continues at the next statement. If
numeric-expression evaluates to a number less than 0 or greater than 255,
an “Illegal function call” error is issued.

On Error Statement

Specifies the location of an error-handling routine within the current
procedure.

Syntax

ON [Local] Error  {GoTo  label [Resume Next] GoTo 0}

Argument

label
String. Optional. A label in the current procedure to identify the lines of
code that process errors.
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Notes

The On Error statement can also be used to disable an error-handling
routine. Unless an On Error statement is used, any runtime error will be
fatal, that is, Express Basic will terminate the execution of the program.

An On Error statement is composed of the following parts.

Part Definition

Local Keyword allowed in error-handling routines at the procedure level. Used
to ensure compatibility with other variants of Basic.

GoTo label Enables the error-handling routine that starts at the label. If the
designated label is not in the same procedure as the On Error
statement, Express Basic generates an error message.

Resume Next Designates that error-handling code is handled by the statement that
immediately follows the statement that caused an error. At this point,
use the Err function to retrieve the error-code of the runtime error.

GoTo 0 Disables any error handler that has been enabled.

When it is referenced by an On Error GoTo label statement, an error-
handler is enabled. Once this enabling occurs, a runtime error will result in
program control switching to the error-handling routine and “activating” the
error handler. The error handler remains active from the time the runtime
error has been trapped until a Resume statement is executed in the error
handler.

If another error occurs while the error handler is active, Express Basic will
search for an error handler in the procedure that called the current
procedure (if this fails, Express Basic will look for a handler belonging to
the caller’s caller, and so on). If a handler is found, the current procedure
will terminate, and the error handler in the calling procedure will be
activated.

An error (No Resume) occurs if an End Sub or End Function statement is
executed while an error handler is active. The Exit Sub or Exit Function
statement can be used to end the error condition and exit the current
procedure.

Consult the list of trappable errors when you write code to handle runtime
errors.
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Open Statement

Opens a file or device for input or output.

Syntax

Open filename$  [For mode] [Access access ] [ lock ] As [ #]
filenumber%  [Len = reclen ]

Arguments

filename$
A string or string expression for the name of the file to open. If filename$
does not exist, it is created when opened in Append, Binary, Output, or
Random modes.

mode
Optional. One of the following keywords:

Input
Put data into the file sequentially.

Output
Read data data from the file sequentially.

Append
Add data to the file sequentially.

Random
Get data from the file by random access.

Binary
Get binary data from the file.

access
Optional. One of the following keywords:
Read Read data from the file only.

Write Write data to the file only.

Read Write Read or write data to the file.
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lock
Optional. One of the following keywords to designate access by other
processes:
Shared Read or write access is available on the file.

Lock Read Read data only.

Lock Write Write data only.

Lock Read Write No read or write access is available.

filenumber%
An integer or expression containing the integer to assign to the open file
(between 1 and 255).

reclen
Optional. The length of the records (for Random or Binary files only).

Notes

A file must be opened before any input or output operation can be
performed on it.

If mode is not specified, it defaults to Random.

If access is not specified for Random or Binary modes, access is attempted
in the following order: Read-Write, Write, Read.

If lock is not specified, filename$ can be opened by other processes that do
not specify a lock, although that process cannot perform any file operations
on the file while the original process still has the file open.

Use the FreeFile function to find the next available value for filenumber%.

Reclen is ignored for Input, Output, and Append modes.

OptionButton Statement

Defines the position and text associated with an option button in a dialog
box.
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Syntax

OptionButton x, y,  dx, dy, text$ [, . id ]

Arguments

x , y
The position of the button relative to the upper-left corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the button.

text$
A string to display next to the option button. If the width of this string is
greater than dx, trailing characters are truncated.

.id
Optional. An identifier used by the dialog statements that act on this
control.

Notes

You must have at least two OptionButton statements in a dialog box. You
use these statements in conjunction with the OptionGroup statement.

A dy value of 12 typically accommodates text in the system font.

To enable the user to select an option button by typing a character from the
keyboard, precede the character in text$ with an ampersand (&).

Use the OptionButton statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.

OptionGroup Statement

Groups a series of option buttons under one heading in a dialog box.

Syntax

OptionGroup .field
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Argument

.field
A value for the option button selected by the user: 0 for the the first option
button, 1 for the second button, and so on.

Notes

The OptionGroup statement is used in conjunction with OptionButton
statements to set up a series of related options. The OptionGroup Statement
begins the definition of the option buttons and establishes the dialog-record
field that will contain the option selection.

Use the OptionGroup statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.

Option Base Statement

Specifies the default lower bound to use for array subscripts.

Syntax

Option Base  lowerBound%

Argument

lowerBound%
Integer. The default lower bound, either 0 or 1.

Notes

If no Option Base statement is specified, the default lower bound for array
subscripts will be 0.

The Option Base statement is not allowed inside a procedure, and must
precede any use of arrays in the module. Only one Option Base statement is
allowed per module.
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Option Compare Statement

Specifies the default method for string comparisons: either case-sensitive or
case-insensitive.

Syntax

Option Compare  {Binary | Text}

Arguments

Binary
Comparisons are case-sensitive (that is, lowercase and uppercase letters are
different).

Text
Comparisons are not case-sensitive.

Notes

Binary comparisons compare strings based on the ANSI character set. Text
comparisons are based on the relative order of characters as determined by
the country code setting for your system.

Option Explicit Statement

Specifies that all variables in a module must be explicitly declared.

Syntax

Option Explicit

Notes

In Express Basic, Option Explicit is always set by default.

PasswordBox Function

Returns a string entered by the user without echoing it to the screen.
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Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8
(string).

Syntax

PasswordBox[$]( prompt$, [ title$ ] , [ default$ ] [  ,xpos% ,
ypos%])

Arguments

prompt$
String. The text to show in the dialog box.

title$
String. Optional. The caption for the dialog box’s title bar.

default$
String. Optional. The default response in the edit box.

xpos% , ypos%
Integer. Optional. The position of the dialog box, relative to the upper-left
corner of the screen.

Notes

The PasswordBox function displays a dialog box that contains a prompt.
Once the user has entered text, or made the button choice being prompted
for, the contents of the box are returned.

The length of prompt$ is restricted to 255 characters. This figure is
approximate and depends on the width of the characters used. Note that a
carriage return and a line-feed character must be included in prompt$ if a
multiple-line prompt is used.

If either prompt$ or default$ is omitted, nothing is displayed.

The xpos% argument determines the horizontal distance between the left
edge of the screen and the left border of the dialog box, measured in dialog
box units. The ypos% argument determines the horizontal distance from the
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top of the screen to the dialog box’s upper edge, also in dialog box units. If
these arguments are not entered, the dialog box is centered roughly one
third of the way down the screen. A horizontal dialog box unit is 1/4 of the
average character width in the system font; a vertical dialog box unit is 1/8
of the height of a character in the system font.

To specify the dialog box’s position, you must enter both of these
arguments. If you enter one without the other, the default positioning is
used.

Once the user presses ENTER, or chooses the OK  button, PasswordBox
returns the text contained in the password box. If the user chooses Cancel,
the PasswordBox function returns a Null string (““).

Picture Statement

Defines a picture control in a dialog box.

Syntax

Picture x, y, dx, dy, filename$, type [, . id ]

Arguments

x , y
The position of the picture relative to the upper-left corner of the dialog
box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the picture.

filename$
The name of the bitmap file (a file with .bmp  extension) where the picture
is located.

type
An integer for the location of the bitmap (0 specifies filename$, 3 specifies
Windows Clipboard).
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.id
Optional. An identifier used by the dialog statements that act on this
control.

Notes

The Picture statement can only be used between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.

The picture wll be scaled equally in both directions and centered if the
dimensions of the picture are not proportional to dx and dy.

If type% is 3, filename$ is ignored.

If the picture is not available (the file filename$ does not exist, does not
contain a bitmap, or there is no bitmap on the Clipboard), the picture
control will display the picture frame and the text “(missing picture)”. This
behavior can be changed by adding 16 to the value of type%. If type% is 16
or 19 and the picture is not available, a runtime error occurs.

Pmt Function

Returns a constant periodic payment amount for an annuity or a loan.

Return Value

Double.

Syntax

Pmt(rate, nper, pv, fv, due)

Arguments

rate
Interest rate per period.

nper
Total number of payment periods.
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pv
Present value of the initial lump sum amount paid (as in the case of an
annuity) or received (as in the case of a loan).

fv
Future value of the final lump sum amount required (as in the case of a
savings plan) or paid (0 as in the case of a loan).

due
Whether payments are due at the beginning or end of the pay period. 0
specifies that payments are due at the end of each payment period; 1
specifies that they are due at the beginning of the period.

Notes

The rate argument is assumed to be constant over the life of the loan or
annuity. If payments are on a monthly schedule, then rate will be 0.0075 if
the annual percentage rate on the annuity or loan is 9 percent.

PPmt Function

Returns the principal portion of the payment for a given period of an
annuity.

Return Value

Double.

Syntax

PPmt (rate, per, nper, pv, fv, due)

Arguments

rate
Interest rate per period.

per
Particular payment period in the range 1 through nper.

nper
Total number of payment periods.
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pv
Present value of the initial lump sum amount paid (as in the case of an
annuity) or received (as in the case of a loan).

fv
Future value of the final lump sum amount required (as in the case of a
savings plan) or paid (0 as in the case of a loan).

due
Whether payments are due at the beginning or end of the pay period. 0
specifies that payments are due at the end of each payment period; 1
specifies that they are due at the beginning of the period.

Notes

The rate argument is assumed to be constant over the life of the loan or
annuity. If payments are on a monthly schedule, then rate will be 0.0075 if
the annual percentage rate on the annuity or loan is 9 percent.

Print Statement

Prints data to an open file or to the screen.

Syntax

Print [ filenumber% , ] expressionlist  [{ ; | , }]

Arguments

filenumber%
Optional. An integer expression identifying the open file to use.

expressionlist
A numeric, string, or variant expression containing the list of values to
print.

Notes

The Print statement outputs data to the specified filenumber%. The
filenumber% argument is the number assigned to the file when it was
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opened. See the Open statement for more information. If this argument is
omitted, the Print statement outputs data to the screen.

If the expressionlist argument is omitted, a blank line is written to the file.

The values in expressionlist are separated by either a semicolon (;) or a
comma (,) . A semicolon indicates that the next value should appear
immediately after the preceding one without intervening white space. A
comma indicates that the next value should be positioned at the next print
zone. Print zones begin every 14 spaces.

The optional [{;|,}] argument at the end of the Print statement determines
where output for the next Print statement to the same output file should
begin. A semicolon will place output immediately after the output from this
Print statement on the current line; a comma will start output at the next
print zone on the current line. If neither separator is specified, a carriage
return/line feed pair (CR-LF) will be generated and the next Print statement
will print to the next line.

The Spc and Tab statements can be used inside a Print statement to insert a
given number of spaces and to move the print position to a desired column.

The Print statement supports only elementary Basic data types. See the
Input statement for more information on parsing this statement.

PushButton Statement

Defines a custom push button.

Syntax A

PushButton x, y, dx, dy, text$ [, . id ]

Syntax B

Button x, y, dx, dy, text$  [, .id ]

Arguments

x , y
The position of the button relative to the upper-left corner of the dialog box.
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dx , dy
The width and height of the button.

text$
The name for the button. If the width of this string is greater than dx,
trailing characters are truncated.

.id
Optional. An identifier used by the dialog statements that act on this
control.

Notes

A dy value of 14 typically accommodates text in the system font.

Use this statement to create buttons other than OK  and Cancel. Use this
statement in conjunction with the ButtonGroup statement. The two forms of
the statement (Button and PushButton) are equivalent.

Use the Button statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End Dialog
statement.

Put Statement

Writes a variable to a file that is opened in Random or Binary mode.

Syntax

Put[#] filenumber% , [ recnumber& ], varname

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to use. The filenumber% argument is
the number assigned to the file when it was opened. See the Open statement
for more information.

recnumber&
Long. Optional. The record number or the byte offset at which to start
writing.
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The recnumber& argument is in the range 1 to 2,147,483,647. If
recnumber& is omitted, the next record or byte is written.

The commas before and after recnumber% are required, even if no
recnumber& is specified.

varname
The name of the variable containing the data to write. The varname
argument can be any variable except object, application data type, or array
variables (single array elements can be used).

Notes

For Random mode, the following conditions apply:

� Blocks of data are written to the file in chunks whose size is equal to
the size specified in the Len clause of the Open statement. If the size of
varname is smaller than the record length, the record is padded to the
correct record size. If the size of the variable is larger than the record
length, an error occurs.

� For variable length string variables, the Put statement writes 2 bytes of
data that indicate the length of the string, then writes the string data.

� For variant variables, the Put statement writes 2 bytes of data that
indicate the type of the variant, then it writes the body of the variant
into the variable. Note that variants containing strings contain 2 bytes of
type information, followed by 2 bytes of length, followed by the body
of the string.

� User-defined types are written as if each member were written
separately, except that no padding occurs between elements.

Files opened in Binary mode behave similarly to those opened in Random
mode except:

� the Put statement writes variables to the disk without record padding.

� Variable length strings that are not part of user-defined types are not
preceded by the 2-byte string length.
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PV Function

Returns the present value of a constant periodic stream of cash flows, as in
an annuity or a loan.

Return Value

Double.

Syntax

PV(rate, nper, pmt, fv, due)

Arguments

rate
Interest rate per period.

nper
Total number of payment periods.

pmt
Constant periodic payment per period.

fv
Future value of the final lump sum amount required (in the case of a
savings plan) or paid (0 in the case of a loan).

due
Whether payments are due at the beginning or end of the pay period. 0
specifies that payments are due at the end of each payment period; 1
specifies that they are due at the beginning of the period.

Notes

The rate argument is assumed constant over the life of the annuity. If
payments are on a monthly schedule, then rate will be 0.0075 if the annual
percentage rate on the annuity or loan is 9 percent.

Randomize Statement

Seeds the random number generator.
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Syntax

Randomize [ number%]

Argument

number%
Integer. Optional. A value between -32768 and 32767.

If no number% argument is given, Basic uses the Timer function to
initialize the random number generator.

Rate Function

Returns the interest rate per period for an annuity or a loan.

Return Value

Double.

Syntax

Rate (nper, pmt, pv, fv, due, guess)

Arguments

nper
Total number of payment periods.

pmt
Constant periodic payment per period.

pv
Present value of the initial lump sum amount paid (as in the case of an
annuity) or received (as in the case of a loan).

fv
Future value of the final lump sum amount required (in the case of a
savings plan) or paid (0 in the case of a loan).
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due
Whether payments are due at the beginning or end of the pay period. 0
specifies that payments are due at the end of each payment period; 1
specifies that they are due at the beginning of the period.

guess
A ballpark estimate for the rate returned. In general, a value of between 0.1
(10 percent) and 0.15 (15 percent) would be a reasonable value for guess.

Notes

Rate is an iterative function: it improves the given value of guess over
several iterations until the result is within 0.00001 percent. If it does not
converge to a result within 20 iterations, it signals an error.

ReDim Statement

Changes the upper and lower bounds of a dynamic array’s dimensions.

Syntax

ReDim[Preserve] variableName ( subscriptRange,... ) [As
[New] type ] , ...

Arguments

variableName
The variable array name to redimension.

subscriptRange
Optional. The new upper and lower bounds for the array.

type
Optional. The type for the data elements in the array.

Notes

ReDim reallocates memory for the dynamic array to support the specified
dimensions and can optionally reinitialize the array elements. ReDim
cannot be used at the module level; it must be used inside of a procedure.
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The Preserve option is used to change the last dimension in the array while
maintaining its contents. If Preserve is not specified, the contents of the
array are reinitialized. Numbers will be set to zero (0). Strings and variants
will be set to empty (““).

The subscriptRange argument has the following format

[ startSubscript To ] endSubscript

If startSubscript is not specified, 0 is used as the default. The Option Base
statement can be used to change the default.

A dynamic array is normally created by using a Dim statement to declare
an array without a specified subscriptRange. The maximum number of
dimensions for a dynamic array created in this fashion is 8. If you need
more than 8 dimensions, you can use the ReDim statement inside a
procedure to declare an array that has not previously been declared using a
Dim or Global statement. In this case, the maximum number of dimensions
allowed is 60.

The available data types for arrays are: numbers, strings, variants, records,
and objects. Arrays of arrays, dialog box records, and objects are not
supported.

If the As clause is not used, the type of the variable can be specified by
using a type character as a suffix to the name. The two different type-
specification methods can be intermixed in a single ReDim statement
(although not on the same variable).

The ReDim statement cannot be used to change the number of dimensions
of a dynamic array once the array has been given dimensions. It can only
change the upper and lower bounds of the dimensions of the array. The
LBound and UBound functions can be used to query the current bounds of
an array variable’s dimensions.

Avoid using the ReDim statement for an array in a procedure that has
received a reference to an element in the array in an argument. The results
are unpredictable.
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RegDeleteSetting Function

Deletes a setting from the Windows registry. You can delete an entire key
or a single setting under a key.

Return Value

Boolean integer. Returns 0 (FALSE) if the key or setting cannot be found.

Syntax

RegDeleteSetting( Key, Setting, RegRoot  )

Arguments

Key
String. The name of the key in which the setting is located or the name of
the key that is to be deleted. Use a backslash to separate levels of keys in a
root of the Windows registry. For example, in the Local Machine registry
root, you might specify a key as Hardware\Description or
Hardware\Description\System.

Setting
String. The name of the setting that you want to delete. To specify the
default setting for a key, use an empty string ("" ) as the name of the
setting. The default setting will never actually be deleted. However, its
value will be initialized again.
If you want to delete an entire key, then you must enter the following
characters in uppercase for this argument: DELSECTION.

RegRoot
String. Optional. The Windows registry root for the key or setting that is to
be deleted. Use one of the following values.

Constant Value - Description

regKeyCurrentUser 0 - Current User root (Default)

regKeyClassesRoot 1 - Classes root

regKeyLocalMachine 2 - Local Machine root

regKeyUsers 3 - Users root
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RegGetAllSettings Function

Returns all the subkeys, settings, or both subkeys and settings for a given
Windows registry key.

Return Value

Integer. The number of subkeys or settings returned in the Values array.
(This value can also be obtained by calling ubound (Values, 1) in Express
Basic.)

Returns 0 (FALSE) if the array used for the Values argument is an array
whose bounds were specified during design. This happens because the
method is not able to redimension a fixed array.

Syntax

RegGetAllSettings( Key, Values(), [KeysAndSettings],
RegRoot  )

Arguments

Key
String. The name of the key from which to return subkeys, settings, or both
subkeys and settings. Use a backslash to separate levels of keys in a root of
the Windows registry. For example, in the Local Machine registry root, you
might specify a key as Hardware\Description or as
Hardware\Description\System.

Values
Array of strings. This method returns a string for settings that are numeric
in the registry. You must pass a dynamic array for this argument. The
method initializes the array and returns a two-dimensional array of strings.
When subkeys are returned in the array, the second element, which would
otherwise contain the value for a setting, contains the string “SUBKEY.”

Important:  The method needs to be able to redimension the array based on
the number of keys it finds for the specified setting. The following is an
example of unacceptable code for passing the Values argument because the
size of the array is fixed during design.

dim strVal (5, 5) as string
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call RegGetAllSettings
(key,strVal(),regAll,regKeyLocalMachine)

The following is an example of acceptable code for passing the Values
argument.

dim strVal () as string
call RegGetAllSettings

(key,strVal(),regAll,regKeyLocalMachine)

The following is an example of acceptable code in which a Redim
statement occurs before passing the Values argument.

dim strVal () as string
redim strVal (10, 10)
call RegGetAllSettings

(key,strVal(),regAll,regKeyLocalMachine)

KeysAndSettings
Integer. Optional. Specifies what should be returned in the Values array.

Constant Value - Description

regSettingsOnly 0 - Returns only settings for the key that is specified (Default)

regSubKeysOnly 1 - Returns only subkeys for the key that is specified

regAll 2 - Returns both settings and subkeys for the key that is specified

RegRoot
String. Optional. The Windows registry root in which the key is located.
Use one of the following values:

Constant Value - Description

regKeyCurrentUser 0 - Current User root (Default)

regKeyClassesRoot 1 - Classes root

regKeyLocalMachine 2 - Local Machine root

regKeyUsers 3 - Users root
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Note: Each root in the Windows registry contains keys. If you drill down
on a key, then you might find subkeys, settings, or both subkeys and
settings. Using an analogy to items in the Windows file structure, the
following comparisons are useful in understanding the Windows registry.

Windows registry Windows file structure

Key Folder

Subkey Subfolder

Setting (lowest level) File (lowest level)

Just as in any Windows folder, you might find both subfolders and files, in
any key in the Windows registry, you might find both subkeys and settings.

RegGetSetting Function

Returns a value for a setting from the Windows registry.

Return Value

Variant. The value obtained for the setting. This value will be either
numeric or string. If the setting is not found, returns the value that is
specified in the Default argument.

Syntax

RegGetSetting(  Key, Setting, Default, RegRoot  )

Arguments

Key
String. The name of the key in which the setting is located. Use a backslash
to separate levels of keys in a root of the Windows registry. For example, in
the Local Machine registry root, you might specify a key as
Hardware\Description or Hardware\Description\System.

Setting
String. The name of the setting. To specify the default setting for a key, use
an empty string ("" ) as the name of the setting.
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Default
Variant. Optional. The default value to be returned if the setting is not
found.

RegRoot
String. Optional. The registry root for the key in which the setting is
located. Use one of the following values.

Constant Value - Description

regKeyCurrentUser 0 - Current User root (Default)

regKeyClassesRoot 1 - Classes root

regKeyLocalMachine 2 - Local Machine root

regKeyUsers 3 - Users root

RegSaveSetting Function

Updates the value of a setting in a key in the Windows registry. If the
specified key or the setting does not exist, then the method creates the key
and the setting as necessary.

Return Value

Boolean integer.

Syntax

RegSaveSetting( Key, Setting, Value, RegRoot  )

Arguments

Key
String. The name of the key in which the setting is located. Use a backslash
to separate levels of keys in a root of the Windows registry. For example, in
the Local Machine registry root, you might specify the key as
Hardware\Description or Hardware\Description\System.

Setting
String. The name of the setting. To specify the default setting for a key, use
an empty string ("" ) as the name of the key.
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Value
Variant. Optional. The numeric or string value that is to be saved for the
specified setting.

RegRoot
String. Optional. The registry root for the key in which the setting will be
saved. Use one of the following values:

Constant Value - Description

regKeyCurrentUser 0 - Current User root

regKeyClassesRoot 1 - Classes root

regKeyLocalMachine 2 - Local Machine root

regKeyUsers 3 - Users root

Rem Statement

Identifies a line of code as a comment in a Basic program.

Syntax

Rem comment

Argument

comment
The text of the comment.

Notes

Everything from Rem to the end of the line is ignored.

The single quote (‘) can also be used to initiate a comment. Metacommands
(for example., $CSTRINGS) must be preceded by the single-quote
comment form.

Reset Statement

Closes all open disk files and writes any data in the operating system
buffers to disk.
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Syntax

Reset

Resume Statement

Halts an error-handling routine.

Syntax A

Resume Next

Syntax B

Resume label

Syntax C

Resume [0]

Argument

label
String. The label that identifies the statement to go to after handling an
error.

Notes

When the Resume Next statement is used, control is passed to the statement
that immediately follows the statement in which the error occurred.

When the Resume [ 0 ] statement is used, control is passed to the statement
in which the error occurred.

The location of the error handler that caught the error determines where
execution will resume. If an error is trapped in the same procedure as the
error handler, program execution will resume with the statement that caused
the error. If an error is located in a different procedure from the error
handler, program control reverts to the statement that last called the
procedure containing the error handler.
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Consult the list of trappable errors when you write code to handle runtime
errors.

Right Function

Returns a string copied from the rightmost characters in a specified string

Return Value

String. If the length of string$ is less than length%, Right returns the whole
string.

The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the return
type is string. If omitted, the function will typically return a variant of
vartype 8 (string). If the value of expression is Null, a variant of vartype 1
(Null) is returned.

Syntax

Right[$]( string$ , length% )

Arguments

string$
String. Any expression that evaluates to a string.

length%
Integer. The number of characters to copy from expression.

RmDir Statement

Removes a directory.

Syntax

RmDir path$

Argument

path$
String. The directory to remove.
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The syntax for path$ is as follows

[drive:] [\] directory [\directory]

The drive argument is optional. The directory argument is a directory
name.

The directory to be removed must be empty, except for the working ( . )
and parent ( .. ) directories.

Rnd Function

Returns a single-precision random number between 0 and 1.

Return Value

Single.

Syntax

Rnd[( number! )]

Argument

number!
Single. Optional. A numeric expression to specify how to generate the
random numbers, as decribed below.
<0 Use the number specified.

>0 Use the next number in the sequence.

0 Use the number most recently generated.

If number! is omitted, Rnd uses the next number in the sequence to
generate a random number. The same sequence of random numbers is
generated whenever Rnd is run, unless the random number generator is
reinitialized by the Randomize statement.

Rset Statement

Right-aligns one string inside another string.
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Syntax

Rset s tring$ = string-expression$

Arguments

string$
String. The string to contain the right-aligned characters.

string-expression$
String. The string containing the characters to put into string$.

Notes

If string$ is longer than string-expression$, the leftmost characters of
string$ are replaced with spaces.

If string$ is shorter than string-expression$, only the leftmost characters of
string-expression are copied.

Rset cannot be used to assign variables of different user-defined types.

RTrim Function

Copies a string and removes any trailing spaces.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified the
return type is string. If omitted the function will typically return a variant of
vartype 8 (string). If the value of string is Null, a variant of vartype 1 (Null)
is returned.

Syntax

RTrim[$]( string$ )

Argument

string$
String. Any expression that evaluates to a string.
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ScaleToDevice Function

Use theScaleToDevice function to convert a coordinate expressed in a
physical coordinate system into device units.

Return Value

Boolean Integer. The function returns TRUE if the conversion was
successful and FALSE if it was not.

Syntax

ScaleToDevice( InScaleX , InScaleY , OutDeviceX ,
OutDeviceY  [, ScaleUnits ])

Arguments

InScaleX , InScaleY
Single. The input arguments that contain the coordinates expressed in the
physical coordinate system specified by ScaleUnits.

OutDeviceX , OutDeviceY
Integer. The output arguments that will contain the coordinates of the point
converted to device units, for example, pixels for the screen or dots for the
printer.

ScaleUnits
Integer. Optional. The coordinate system to be used, expressed as a
constant. If you do not supply this argument, ScaleUnits defaults to
SUTwips. Valid constants are listed below.

Constant Value - Description

SUTwips 0 - Twips

SUPixels 1 - Pixels

SUInches 2 - Inches

SUCentimeters 3 - Centimeters
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Notes

Because OutDeviceX and OutDeviceY are output arguments, when you call
the ScaleToDevice function, you overwrite any value previously contained
in the variables passed to those arguments.

In Express Client products, the printer object has a ScaleToDevice method.

Second Function

Returns the second component (0-59) of a date-time value.

Return Value

A variant of vartype 2 (integer). If the value of time is Null, a variant of
vartype 1 (Null) is returned.

Syntax

Second( time )

Argument

time
Any numeric or string expression that can evalute to a date-time value.

Seek Function

Returns the current file position for an open file.

Return Value

For files opened in Random mode, returns the number of the next record to
be read or written. For all other modes, the Seek function returns the file
offset for the next operation. The first byte in the file is at offset 1, the
second byte is at offset 2, and so on. The return value has the long data
type.

Syntax

Seek( filenumber% )
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Argument

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for an open file to query. The filenumber% argument
is the number assigned to the file when it was opened. See the Open
statement for more information.

Seek Statement

Sets the position within an open file for the next read or write operation.

Syntax

Seek[#] filenumber%, position&

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for an open file to query. The filenumber% argument
is an integer expression identifying the open file to use. See the Open
statement or more details.

position&
Long. The starting position of the next read or write operation (record
number or byte offset).

Notes

If you write to a file after seeking beyond the end of the file, the file’s
length is extended. Basic returns an error message if a Seek operation is
attempted that specifies a negative or zero position.

For files opened in Random mode, the position& argument is a record
number; for all other modes, the position& argument is a byte offset. The
position& argument is in the range 1 to 2,147,483,647. The first byte or
record in the file is at position 1, the second is at position 2, and so on.

Select Case Statement

Executes a series of statements, depending on the value of an expression.
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Syntax

Select Case  testexpression
[Case expressionlist

[statement_block]]
[Case expressionlist

[statement_block]]
[Case Else

[statement_block]]
End Select

Arguments

testexpression
Any expression that contains a variable to test.

expressionlist
Optional. One or more expressions that contain a possible value for
testexpression.

statement_block
Optional. The statements to execute if testexpression equals expressionlist.

Notes

When there is a match between testexpression and one of the values in
expressionlist, the statement_block following the Case clause is executed.
When the next Case clause is reached, execution control passes to the
statement following the End Select statement.

The expressionlist(s) can be a comma-separated list of expressions of the
following forms:

� Expression

� Expression To expression

� Is comparisonoperator expression

The type of each expression must be compatible with the type of
testexpression.
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When the To keyword is used to specify a range of values, the smaller
value must appear first. The comparison_operator argument used with the
Is keyword is one of the following: <, >, =, <=, >=, <>.

Each statement_block can contain any number of statements on any number
of lines.

SendKeys Statement

Sends keystrokes to an active Windows application.

Syntax

SendKeys string$ [, wait% ]

Arguments

string$
String. The characters to send.

wait%
Integer. Optional. An expression to determine whether to wait until all keys
are processed before continuing program execution (-1 specifies wait, 0
specifies do not wait). The default value for wait is 0.

Notes

The keystrokes are represented by characters of string.

To specify an ordinary character, enter this character in the string. For
example, to send character ‘a’ use “a” as string. Several characters can be
combined in one string: string “abc” means send ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’.

To specify that SHIFT, ALT, or CONTROL keys should be pressed
simultaneously with a character, prefix the character with the following
symbols:
+ to specify SHIFT

% to specify ALT

^ to specify CONTROL
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Parentheses can be used to specify that the SHIFT, ALT, or CONTROL
key should be pressed with a group of characters. For example, “%(abc)” is
equivalent to “%a%b%c”.

Because the ‘+’, ‘%’, ‘^’,’ (‘and’)’ characters have special meaning to
SendKeys, they must be enclosed in braces if they need to be sent with
SendKeys. For example string “{%}”specifies a percent character ‘%’.

The other characters that need to be enclosed in braces are ‘~’, which
stands for a newline character or “Enter” if used by itself, and braces
themselves: use {{} to send ‘{‘and {}} to send ‘}’. Brackets ‘[‘and’]’ do
not have special meaning to SendKeys but can have special meaning in
other applications, therefore, they need to be enclosed inside braces as well.

To specify that a key needs to be sent several times, enclose the character in
braces and specify the number of keys sent after a space: for example, use
{X 20} to send 20 ‘X’ characters.

To send one of the nonprintable keys use the following keywords inside
braces:

Key Keyword

BACKSPACE {BACKSPACE} or {BKSP} or {BS}

BREAK {BREAK}

CAPS LOCK {CAPSLOCK}

CLEAR {CLEAR}

DELETE {DELETE} or {DEL}

DOWN ARROW {DOWN}

END {END}

ENTER {ENTER}

ESC {ESCAPE} or {ESC}

HELP {HELP}

HOME {HOME}

INSERT {INSERT}

LEFT ARROW {LEFT}

NUM LOCK {NUMLOCK}
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PAGE DOWN {PGDN}

PAGE UP {PGUP}

RIGHT ARROW {RIGHT}

SCROLL LOCK {SCROLLLOCK}

TAB {TAB}

UP ARROW {UP}

To send one of function keys F1-F15, simply enclose the name of the key
inside braces. For example, to send F5 use “{F5}”.

Note that special keywords can be used in combination with +, %, and ^.
For example, %{TAB} means ALT-TAB. Also, you can send several
special keys in the same way as you would send several normal keys: {UP
25} sends 25 Up arrows.

SendKeys can send keystrokes only to the currently active application.
Therefore, you have to use the AppActivate statement to activate an
application before sending keys (unless it is already active).

SendKeys cannot be used to send keys to an application that was not
designed to run under Windows.

Set Statement

Assigns an object reference to a variable.

Syntax

Set variableName = expression

Arguments

variableName
An object variable or a variant variable.

expression
An expression that evaluates to an object -- typically a function, an object
member, or the Nothing function.
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Notes

The following example shows the syntax for the Set statement:

Dim OLE2 As Object
Set  OLE2  = CreateObject("spoly.cpoly")
OLE2.reset

If you omit the keyword Set when assigning an object variable, Basic will
try to copy the default member of one object to the default member of
another. This usually results in a runtime error:

' Incorrect code - tries to copy default member!
OLE2 = GetObject( ,"spoly.cpoly")

Set differs from Let in that Let assigns an expression to a Basic variable.
For example,
Set o1 = o2 will set the object reference.

Let o1 = o2 will set the value of the default member.

SetAttr Statement

Sets the attributes for a file.

Syntax

SetAttr pathname$, attributes%

Arguments

pathname$
String. The path name to modify.

attributes%
Integer. The new attributes for the file.
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Notes

Wildcards are not allowed in pathname$. If the file is open, you can modify
its attributes, but only if it is opened for Read access. Here is a description
of attributes that can be modified:

Value Meaning

0 Normal file

1 Read-only file

2 Hidden file

4 System file

32 Archive because the file has changed since the last backup

SetField Function

Replaces a field within a string and returns the modified string.

Return Value

String.

Syntax

SetField[$]( string$ ,  field_number% ,  field$ ,
separator_chars$ )

Arguments

string$
String. An expression consisting of a series of fields, separated by the value
of the separator_char$ argument.

field_number%
Integer. The field to replace within string$.

field$
String. The new value for the field.
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separator_char$
String. The character(s) used to separate the fields in string$. The
separator_char$ can contain multiple separator characters, although the
first one will be used as the separator character.

Notes

The field_number% argument starts with 1. If field_number% is greater
than the number of fields in the string, the returned string will be extended
with separator characters to produce a string with the proper number of
fields.

It is legal for the new field$ value to be a different size than the old value.

Sgn Function

Returns a value indicating the sign of a number.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

Sgn( number )

Argument

number
An expression for the number to use.

Notes

The value that the Sgn function returns depends on the sign of number.

For numbers greater than 0, Sgn (number) returns 1.

For numbers equal to 0, Sgn (number) returns 0.

For numbers less than 0, Sgn (number) returns -1.
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Shell Function

Starts a Windows application and returns its task ID.

Return Value

Returns the task ID for the program, which is a unique number that
identifies the running program.

Syntax

Shell( pathname$, [ windowstyle% ])

Arguments

pathname$
String. The path name of the program to execute.

windowstyle%
Integer. Optional. The style of the program’s window, as shown in the
following table.

Value Window Style

1 Normal window with focus

2 Minimized window with focus

3 Maximized window with focus

4 Normal window without focus

7 Minimized window without focus

If windowstyle% is not specified, the default of windowstyle% set to 1 is
assumed (normal window with focus).

Notes

The Shell function runs an executable program. The pathname$ argument
can be the name of any valid .com , .exe ., .bat , or .pif  file. Arguments
or command line switches can be included. If pathname$ is not a valid
executable file name, or if the Shell function cannot start the program, an
error message is displayed.
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Sin Function

Returns the sine of an angle specified in radians.

Return Value

Between -1 and 1. The return value is single-precision if the angle is an
integer, currency, or single-precision value, and double-precision for a long,
variant, or double-precision value. The angle is specified in radians and can
be either positive or negative.

To convert degrees to radians, multiply by (PI/180). The value of PI is
3.14159.

Syntax

Sin( number )

Argument

number
An angle in radians.

Space Function

Returns a string of spaces.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is String. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8
(String).

Syntax

Space[$]( number )
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Argument

number
A numeric expression for the number of spaces to return. The number
argument can be any numeric data type, but will be rounded to an integer.
The number argument must be between 0 and 32,767.

Spc Statement

Prints a number of spaces.

Syntax

Spc( n)

Argument

n
Integer. The number of spaces to print.

Notes

The Spc statement can be used only inside a Print statement.

When the Print # statement is used, the Spc statement will use the following
rules for determining the number of spaces to print:

� If n is less than the total line width, Spc prints n spaces.

� If n is greater than the total line width, Spc prints n Mod width spaces.

� If the difference between the current print position and the print line
width (call this difference x) is less than n or n Mod width, then Spc
skips to the next line and prints n - x spaces.

To set the width of a print line, use the Width statement.

SQLClose Function

Disconnects from an ODBC data source connection that was established by
the SQLOpen function.
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Return Value

Variant. If successful, returns 0 and the connection is subsequently invalid.
If the connection is not valid, -1 is returned.

Syntax

SQLClose( connection& )

Argument

connection&
Long. A value that was returned by SQLOpen.

SQLError Function

Can be used to retrieve more detailed information about errors that might
have occurred when making an ODBC function call. Retrieves errors for
the last ODBC function and the last connection.

Return Value

None.

Syntax

SQLError( destination() )

Argument

destination()
Array. A two-dimensional array of variants in which each row contains one
error.

Notes

There is no return value. The fields are: 1) character string indicating the
ODBC error class or subclass, 2) numeric value indicating the data source
native error code, 3) text message describing the error.

If there are no errors from a previous ODBC function call, then 0 is stored
in the caller’s array at (1,1). If the array is not two-dimensional or does not
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provide for the return of the three fields described above, then an error
message is stored in the caller’s array at (1,1).

SQLExecQuery Function

Executes a SQL statement on a connection established by the SQLOpen
function.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

SQLExecQuery( connection&, query$ )

Arguments

connection&
Long. A value that was returned by SQLOpen.

query$
String. A valid SQL statement.

Notes

SQLExecQuery returns the number of columns in the result set for SQL
SELECT statements. For UPDATE, INSERT, or DELETE, SQLExecQuery
returns the number of rows affected by the statement. For any other SQL
statement, SQLExecQuery returns 0. If the function is unable to execute the
query on the specified data source, or if the connection is invalid, a
negative error code is returned.

If SQLExecQuery is called and there are any pending results on that
connection, the pending results are replaced by the new results.
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SQLGetSchema Function

Returns a variety of information, including information on the data sources
available, current user ID, names of tables, names and types of table
columns, and other data source or database related information.

Return Value

Variant. A negative return value indicates an error. A -1 is returned if the
requested information cannot be found or if the connection is not valid.

Syntax

SQLGetSchema( connection&, action%, qualifier$, ref() )

Arguments

connection&
Long. A value that was returned by the SQLOpen function.

action%
Integer. An identifier for the action to perform. See the table of actions in
the Notes section.

qualifier$
String. An expression to use with an action.

ref()
Array. A variant array for the results that are appropriate to the action
requested. This argument must be an array, even if it has only one
dimension with one element.
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Notes

The destination array must be properly dimensioned to support the action or
an error will be returned. Actions 2 and 3 are not currently supported.
Action 4 returns all tables and does not support the use of the qualifier$
argument. Not all database products and ODBC drivers support all actions.

Action Meaning

1 List of available data sources (dimension of ref() is one).

2 List of databases on the current connection (not supported).

3 List of owners in a database on the current connection (not supported).

4 List of tables on the specified connection.

5 List of columns in the table specified by qualifier$. (ref() must be two
dimensions). Returns column name and SQL data type.

6 The user ID of the current connection user.

7 The name of the current database.

8 The name of the data source for the current connection.

9 The name of the DBMS that the data source uses (for example., Oracle).

10 The server name for the data source.

11 The terminology used by the data source to refer to owners.

12 The terminology used by the data source to refer to a table.

13 The terminology used by the data source to refer to a qualifier.

14 The terminology used by the data source to refer to a procedure.

SQLOpen Function

Establishes a connection to an ODBC data source specified in connectStr$
and returns a connection ID in the return, and the completed connection
string in outputStr$. If the connection cannot be established, then a negative
number ODBC error is returned.

Return Value

Variant, although the actual data type of the variant is long.
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Syntax

SQLOpen(connectStr$, [ outputStr$ ] , [ prompt% ])

Arguments

connectStr$
String. The content of connectStr$ is described in the Microsoft
Programmer’s Reference Guide for ODBC. An example string might be
“DSN = datasourcename; UID = myid;  PWD = mypassword”.

outputStr$
String. Optional. The completed connection string.

prompt%
Integer. Optional. Specifies when the driver dialog box is displayed. When
prompt% is omitted, SQLOpen uses 2 as the default. The values for
prompt% are described in the following table.

Prompt Value Meaning

1 Driver dialog box is always displayed.

2 Driver dialog box is displayed only when the specification is not
sufficient to make the connection.

3 The same as 2, except that dialog boxes that are not required are
dimmed and cannot be modified.

4 Driver dialog box is not displayed. If the connection is not successful,
an error is returned.

SQLRequest Function

Establishes a connection to the data source specified in connectionStr$,
executes the SQL statement contained in query$, returns the results of the
request in the ref() array, and closes the connection.

Return Value

Variant.
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Syntax

SQLRequest( connectionStr$, query$, [ outputStr$ ] ,
[ prompt% ] , [ columnNames%] , ref() )

Arguments

connectionStr$
String. The content of connectStr$ is described in the Microsoft
Programmer’s Reference Guide for ODBC. An example string might be
“DSN = datasourcename; UID = myid;  PWD = mypassword”.

query$
String. A valid SQL statement.

outputStr$
String. The completed connection string.

prompt%
Integer. Specifies when the driver dialog box is displayed. When prompt%
is omitted, SQLRequest uses 2 as the default. The values for prompt% are
described in the following table.

Prompt Value Meaning

1 Driver dialog box is always displayed.

2 Driver dialog box is displayed only when the specification is not
sufficient to make the connection.

3 The same as 2, except that dialog boxes that are not required are
dimmed and cannot be modified.

4 Driver dialog box is not displayed. If the connection is not successful,
an error is returned.

columnNames%
Integer. Optional. Whether to return the column names as the first row of
the ref() array. When columnNames% is nonzero, column names are
returned. If columnNames% is omitted, the default of 0 is used.

ref()
Array. A variant array for the results appropriate to the action requested.
This argument must be an array, even if it has only one dimension with one
element.
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Notes

In the event that the connection cannot be made, the query is invalid, or
other error conditions occur, a negative number error is returned. In the
event that the request is successful, the positive number of results returned
or rows affected is returned. Other SQL statements return 0.

SQLRetrieve Function

Fetches the results of a pending query on the connection specified by
connection& and returns the results in the destination() array.

Return Value

Variant. The return value is the number of rows in the result set or the
maxRows% requested. If the function is unable to retrieve the results on the
specified connection, or if no results are pending, -1 is returned. If no data
is found, the function returns 0.

Syntax

SQLRetrieve( connection&, destination(), [ maxColumns%] ,
[ maxRows%] , [ columnNames%] , [ rowNumbers%] ,
[ fetchFirst% ])

Arguments

connection&
Long. A value that was returned by the SQLOpen function.

destination()
Array. A two-dimensional array of variants in which each row contains one
error.

maxColumns%
Integer. Optional. The number of columns to be retrieved in the request.

maxRows%
Integer. Optional. The number of rows to be retrieved in the request.
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columnNames%
Integer. Optional. Whether to return the column names as the first row of
the ref() array. When columnNames% is nonzero, the first row of the array
will be set to the column names as specified by the database schema. If
columnNames% is omitted, the default of 0 is used.

rowNumbers%
Integer. Optional. Whether to return the row numbers. When
rowNumbers% is nonzero, row numbers are returned in the first column of
destination(). SQLRetrieve will clear the user’s array prior to fetching the
results. The default is 0.

fetchFirst%
Integer. Optional. Whether to go back to the first row for each fetch. When
fetchFirst% is nonzero, it causes the result set to be repositioned to the first
row if the database supports the function. If the database does not support
repositioning, the result set -1 error will be returned. The default is 0.

Notes

If maxColumns% or maxRows% is omitted, the array size is used to
determine the maximum number of columns and rows retrieved, and an
attempt is made to return the entire result set. Extra rows can be retrieved
by using SQLRetrieve again and by setting fetchFirst% to 0. If
maxColumns% specifies fewer columns than are available in the result,
SQLRetrieve discards the rightmost result columns until the results fit the
specified size.

If there are more rows in the result set than can be contained in the
destination() array or than have been requested using maxRows%, the user
can make repeated calls to SQLRetrieve until the return value is 0.

SQLRetrieveToFile Function

Fetches the results of a pending query on the connection specified by
connection& and stores them in the file specified by destination$.
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Return Value

Variant. Upon successful completion of the operation, the return value is
the number of rows in the result set. If the function is unable to retrieve the
results on the specified connection, or if there are not results pending, -1 is
returned.

Syntax

SQLRetrieveToFile( connection&, destination$,
[ columnNames%] , [ columnDelimiter$ ])

Arguments

connection&
Long. A value that was returned by the SQLOpen function.

destination()
Array. A two-dimensional array of variants in which each row contains one
error.

columnNames%
Integer. Optional. Whether to return the column names as the first row of
the ref() array. When columnNames% is nonzero, the first row of the array
will be set to the column names as specified by the database schema. If
columnNames% is omitted, the default of 0 is used.

columnDelimiter$
String. Optional. The characters to use to delimit the fields within each row.
If columnDelimiter$ is omitted, a horizontal tab is used to delimit fields.

Sqr Function

Returns the square root of a number.

Return Value

The return value is single-precision for an integer, currency, or single-
precision numeric expression, and double-precision for a long, variant, or
double-precision numeric expression.
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Syntax

Sqr( number )

Argument

number
An expression containing the number to use.

Static Statement

Declares variables and allocates storage space.

Syntax

Static variableName  [As type ] [, variableName [As type ]]
...

Arguments

variableName
The name of the variable to declare.

type
Optional. The data type of the variable.

Notes

Variables declared with the Static statement retain their value as long as the
program is running. The syntax of Static is exactly the same as the syntax
of the Dim statement.

All variables of a procedure can be made static by using the Static keyword
in a definition of that procedure. See the Function or Sub statement for
more information.

StaticComboBox Statement

Creates a combination of a list of choices and a text box.
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Syntax A

StaticComboBox x, y,  dx, dy, text$, .field

Syntax B

StaticComboBox x, y, dx, dy, stringarray$(), .field

Arguments

x , y
The upper-left corner coordinates of the list box, relative to the upper-left
corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the combo box in which the user enters or selects
text.

text$
A string containing the selections for the combo box.

stringarray$
An array of dynamic strings for the selections in the combo box.

.field
The name of the dialog-record field that will hold the text string entered in
the text box or chosen from the list box.

Notes

The StaticComboBox statement is equivalent to the ComboBox or
DropComboBox statement, but the list box of StaticComboBox always
stays visible. All dialog box functions and statements that apply to the
ComboBox apply to the StaticComboBox as well.

The x argument is measured in 1/4 system-font character-width units. The y
argument is measured in 1/8 system-font character-width units. (See the
Begin Dialog...End Dialog statement. for more information.)

The text$ argument must be defined, using a Dim statement, before the
Begin Dialog statement is executed. The arguments in the text$ string are
entered as shown in the following example
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dimname = " listchoice " + Chr$(9) + " listchoice " +
Chr$(9) + " listchoice "...

The string in the text box will be recorded in the field designated by the
.field argument when the OK  button (or any button other than Cancel) is
chosen. The .field argument is also used by the dialog statements that act on
this control.

Use the StaticComboBox statement only between a Begin Dialog and an
End Dialog statement.

Stop Statement

Halts program execution.

Syntax

Stop

Notes

Stop statements can be placed anywhere in a program to suspend its
execution. Although the Stop statement halts program execution, it does not
close files or clear variables.

Str Function

Returns a string representation of a number.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8
(String).

Syntax

Str[$]( number )
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Argument

number
The number to represent as a string.

Notes

The precision in the returned string is single-precision for an integer or
single-precision numeric expression, double-precision for a long or double-
precision numeric expression, and currency-precision for currency. Variants
return the precision of their underlying vartype.

StrComp Function

Compares two strings and returns an integer that specifies the result of the
comparison.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

StrComp( string1$, string2$ [ , compare% ])

Arguments

string1$
String. The first string to compare.

string2$
String. The second string to compare.

compare%
Integer. Optional. The method of comparison (0 specifies case-sensitive, 1
specifies case-insensitive).
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Notes

StrComp returns one of the following values:

Value Meaning

-1 string1$  < string2$

0 string1$  = string2$

>1 string1$  > string2$

Null string1$   = Null or string2$  = Null

If compare% is 0, a case-sensitive comparison based on the ANSI character
set sequence is performed. If compare% is 1, a case-insensitive comparison
is done based on the relative order of characters, as determined by the
country code setting for your system. If omitted, the module level default,
as specified with an Option Compare statement, is used.

The string1 and string2 arguments are both passed as variants. Therefore,
any type of expression is supported. Numbers will be automatically
converted to strings.

String Function

Returns a string consisting of a repeated character.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8
(string).

Syntax A

String[$]( number, Character% )

Syntax B

String[$]( number, string-expression$ )
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Arguments

number
The length of the string to be returned, between 0 and 32,767.

Character%
A numeric expression that contains an integer for the decimal ANSI code of
the character to use. Character% must evaluate to an integer between 0 and
255.

string-expression$
A string argument, the first character of which becomes the repeated
character.

Sub...End Sub Statement

Defines a subprogram procedure.

Syntax

[Static] [Private] Sub name [([Optional] parameter  [As
type ], ...)]
End Sub

Arguments

name
The name of the subprogram.

parameter
Optional. A comma-separated list of parameter names.

type
Optional. A data type for parameter.

Notes

A call to a subprogram stands alone as a separate statement. (See the Call
statement.) Recursion is supported.

The data type of a parameter can be specified by using a type character or
by using the As clause. Record parameters are declared by using an As
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clause and a type that has previously been defined using the Type
statement. Array parameters are indicated by using empty parentheses after
parameter. The array dimensions are not specified in the Sub statement. All
references to an array within the body of the subprogram must have a
consistent number of dimensions.

If a parameter is declared as Optional, its value can be omitted when the
function is called. Only variant parameters can be declared as optional, and
all optional parameters must appear after all required parameters in the Sub
statement. The IsMissing function must be used to check whether an
optional parameter was omitted by the user. See the Call statement for more
information on using named parameters.

The procedure returns to the caller when the End Sub statement is reached
or when an Exit Sub statement is executed.

The Static keyword specifies that all the variables declared within the
subprogram will retain their values as long as the program is running,
regardless of the way the variables are declared.

The Private keyword specifies that the procedures will not be accessible to
functions and subprograms from other modules. Only procedures defined in
the same module will have access to a Private subprogram.

Basic procedures use the call by reference convention. This means that if a
procedure assigns a value to a parameter, it will modify the variable passed
by the caller.

The MAIN subprogram has a special meaning. In many implementations of
Basic, MAIN will be called when the module is “run.” The MAIN
subprogram is not allowed to take arguments.

Use the Function...End Function statement to define a procedure that has a
return value.

Tab Statement

Moves the current print position to the specified column.
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Syntax

Tab( n)

Argument

n
The new print position to use.

Notes

The Tab statement can be used only inside a Print statement. The leftmost
print position is position number 1.

When the Print statement is used, the Tab statement will use the following
rules for determining the next print position:

� If n is less than the total line width, the new print position is n.

� If n is greater than the total line width, the new print position is n Mod
width.

� If the current print position is greater than n or n Mod width, Tab skips
to the next line and sets the print position to n or n Mod width.

To set the width of a print line, use the Width statement.

Tan Function

Returns the tangent of an angle in radians.

Return Value

The return value is single-precision if the angle is an integer, currency, or
single-precision value, double-precision for a long, variant, or double-
precision value.

To convert degrees to radians, multiply by PI/180. The value of PI is
3.14159.

Syntax

Tan( number )
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Argument

number
An angle in radians, either positive or negative.

Text Statement

Places line(s) of text in a dialog box.

Syntax

Text x, y,  dx, dy, text$ [, . id ]

Arguments

x , y
The upper-left corner coordinates of the text area, relative to the upper-left
corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the text area.

text$
A string containing the text to appear in the text area defined by x , y.

.id
Optional. An identifier used by the dialog statements that act on this
control.

Notes

If the width of text$ is greater than dx, the spill-over characters wrap to the
next line. This will continue as long as the height of the text area
established by dy is not exceeded. Excess characters are truncated.

By preceding an underlined character in text$ with an ampersand (&), you
enable a user to press the underlined character on the keyboard and position
the cursor in the combo or text box defined in the statement immediately
following the Text statement.
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Use the Text statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End Dialog
statement.

TextBox Statement

Creates a text box in a dialog box.

Syntax

TextBox [NoEcho] x, y,  dx, dy, .field

Arguments

x , y
The upper-left corner coordinates of the text box, relative to the upper-left
corner of the dialog box.

dx , dy
The width and height of the text box area.

.field
The name of the dialog record field to hold the text string.

Notes

A dy value of 12 will usually accommodate text in the system font.

When the user chooses the OK  button, or any button other than Cancel, the
text string entered in the text box will be recorded in .field.

The NoEcho keyword is often used for passwords; it displays all the
characters that are entered as asterisks (*).

Use the TextBox statement only between a Begin Dialog and an End
Dialog statement.

Time Function

Returns a string representing the current time.
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Return Value

Returns an 8-character string. The format of the string is hh:mm:ss where
hh is the hour, mm is the minutes, and ss is the seconds. The hour is
specified in military style, and ranges from 0 to 23.

The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the return
type is string. If omitted, the function returns a variant of vartype 8 (string).

Syntax

Time[$]

Time Statement

Sets the system time.

Syntax

Time[$] = expression

Argument

expression
An expression that evaluates to a valid time.

Notes

When the Time statement (with the dollar sign ($)) is used, the expression
must evaluate to a string of one of the following forms:

hh
Set the time to hh hours 0 minutes and 0 seconds.

hh:mm
Set the time to hh hours mm minutes and 0 seconds.

hh:mm:ss
Set the time to hh hours mm minutes and ss seconds.

The Time statement uses a 24-hour clock. Thus, 6:00 P.M. must be entered
as 18:00:00.
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If the dollar sign ($) is omitted, expression can be a string containing a
valid date, or a variant of vartype 7 (date) or 8 (string).

If expression is not already a variant of vartype 7 (date), the Time statement
attempts to convert it to a valid time. It recognizes the time separator
characters that are defined in the International section of Control Panel. The
Time statement (without the $) accepts both 12- and 24-hour clocks.

Timer Function

Returns the number of seconds that have elapsed since midnight.

Return Value

Single.

Syntax

Timer

Notes

The Timer function can be used in conjunction with the Randomize
statement to seed the random number generator.

TimeSerial Function

Returns a time as a variant of vartype 7 (date) for a specific hour, minute,
and second.

Return Value

Variant.

Syntax

TimeSerial( hour%, minute% , second%)
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Arguments

hour%
Integer. An hour (valid values are 0-23).

minute%
Integer. A minute (valid values are 0-59).

second%
Integer. A second (valid values are 0-59).

Notes

You also can specify relative times for each argument by using a numeric
expression that represents the number of hours, minutes, or seconds before
or after a certain time.

TimeValue Function

Returns a time value for a specified string.

Return Value

Returns a variant of vartype 7 (date) that represents a time between 0:00:00
and 23:59:59, or 12:00:00 A.M. and 11:59:59 P.M., inclusive.

Syntax

TimeValue( time$ )

Argument

time$
String. A valid date-time value.

Trim Function

Returns a copy of a string after removing all leading and trailing spaces.
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Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is String. If omitted, the function typically returns a variant of
vartype 8 (string). If the value of string is Null, a variant of vartype 1 (Null)
is returned.

Syntax

Trim[$]( string$ )

Argument

string$
String. The string to trim. Accepts any type of string$, including numeric
values, and will convert the input value to a string.

Type Statement

Declares a user-defined data type.

Syntax

Type userType
field1  As type1
field2  As type2
 ...

End Type

Arguments

userType
A string expression for the name of the user-defined type.

field1 , field2
The name of a field in the user-defined type.

type1 , type2
A data type: integer, long, single, double, currency, string, string*length,
variant, or another user-defined type.
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Notes

The user-defined type declared by the Type statement can then be used in
the Dim statement to declare a record variable. A user-defined type is
sometimes referred to as a record type or a structure type.

The field argument cannot be an array. However, arrays of records are
allowed.

The Type statement is not valid inside a procedure definition. To access the
fields of a record, use notation such as the following:

recordName.fieldName

To access the fields of an array of records, use notation such as the
following:

arrayName(index).fieldName

Typeof Function

Returns a value indicating whether an object is of a given type (-1 specifies
TRUE, 0 specifies FALSE).

Return Value

Boolean integer.

Syntax

If Typeof objectVariable  Is typename  then. . .

Arguments

objectVariable
The object to test.

typename
The type to compare the object to.
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Notes

The IsDerivedFrom function differs from the Typeof function in that
Typeof performs an exact class match instead of checking the inheritance
hierarchy.

Since there are no classes in Oracle Express Objects, every object can serve
as its own class. This means that the TypeOf function that exists in Express
Basic is not useful in Oracle Express Objects. Use the IsDerivedFrom
function instead of the TypeOf function.

Typeof can only be used in an If statement and cannot be combined with
other boolean operators. That is, Typeof can only be used exactly as shown
in the syntax above.

To test if an object does not have a certain type, use the following code
structure.

If Typeof objectVariable  Is typename  Then
Else

Rem Perform some action.
End If

UBound Function

Returns the upper bound of the subscript range for the specified array.

Return Value

Integer.

Syntax

UBound( arrayname  [, dimension ])

Arguments

arrayname
The name of the array to use.
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dimension
Optional. The dimension to use. The dimensions of an array are numbered
starting with 1. If the dimension is not specified, 1 is used as a default.

Notes

The LBound function can be used with the UBound function to determine
the length of an array.

UCase Function

Returns a copy of a string after converting all lowercase letters to
uppercase.

Return Value

String. The dollar sign ($) in the function name is optional. If specified, the
return type is string. If omitted, the function typically returns a variant of
vartype 8 (String). If the value of string is Null, a variant of vartype 1
(Null) is returned.

Syntax

UCase[$]( string )

Argument

string$
String. The string to change to uppercase. Accepts any type of string$ and
will convert the input value to a string.

Notes

The conversion to uppercase is based on the country specified in Control
Panel.

Unlock, Lock Statements

Controls access to an open file.
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Syntax

Lock[#] filenumber%  [, [ start& ] [To end&]]
Unlock[#]filenumber% [, {record& | [start&] To end&}]

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file. The filenumber% arrgument is the
number used in the Open statement of the file.

record&
Long. Optional. The number of the starting record to unlock.

start&
Long. Optional. The number of the first record or byte offset to lock or
unlock.

end&
Long. Optional. The number of the last record or byte offset to lock or
unlock.

Notes

For Binary mode, start&, and end& are byte offsets. For Random mode,
start&, and end& are record numbers. If start& is specified without end&,
then only the record or byte at start& is locked. If To end& is specified
without start&, then all records or bytes from record number or offset 1 to
end& are locked.

For Input, Output, and Append modes, start&, and end& are ignored and
the whole file is locked.

Lock and Unlock always occur in pairs with identical parameters. All locks
on open files must be removed before closing the file, or unpredictable
results will occur.

Val Function

Returns the numeric value of the first number found in the specified string.
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Return Value

Double.

Syntax

Val( string$ )

Argument

string$
String. An expression containing a number.

Notes

Spaces in the source string are ignored. If no number is found, Val returns
0.

VarType Function

Returns the data type of the specified variant variable (0-9).

Return Value

Variant.

Syntax

VarType( varname )

Argument

varname
The variant variable to use.
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Notes

The value returned by VarType is one of the following:

Ordinal Representation

0 (Empty)

1 Null

2 Integer

3 Long

4 Single

5 Double

6 Currency

7 Date

8 String

9 Object

Weekday Function

Returns the day of the week for the specified date-time value.

Return Value

Returns an integer between 1 and 7, inclusive (1 specifies Sunday, 7
specifies Saturday).

The return value is a variant of vartype 2 (Integer). If the value of date is
Null, a variant of vartype 1 (Null) is returned.

Syntax

Weekday( date )

Argument

date
Any numeric or string expression that can evalute to a date-time value.
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While...Wend Statement

Controls a repetitive action.

Syntax

While condition
statementblock

Wend

Arguments

condition
An expression that evaluates to TRUE (non-zero) or FALSE (zero).

statementblock
A series of statements to execute if condition is TRUE.

Notes

The statementblock statements are executed until condition becomes 0
(FALSE).

The While statement is included in Express Basic for compatibility with
older versions of Basic. The Do statement is a more general and powerful
flow control statement.

Width Statement

Sets the output line width for an open file.

Syntax

Width[#] filenumber%, width%

Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to use. The filenumber% argument is
the number assigned to the file when it is opened. See the Open statement
for more information.
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width%
Integer. The width of the line (valid values are 0 to 255). A value of zero
(0) for width% indicates there is no line length limit. The default width%
for a file is zero (0).

With Statement

Executes a series of statements on a specified variable.

Syntax

With variable
statement_block

End With

Arguments

variable
The variable to be changed by the statements in statement_block. The
variable argument can be an object or a user-defined type.

statement_block
The statements to execute.

Notes

With statements can be nested.

Write Statement

Writes data to an open sequential file.

Syntax

Write[#] filenumber%  [, expressionlist ]
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Arguments

filenumber%
Integer. An identifier for the open file to use. The filenumber% argument is
the number assigned to the file when it is opened. See the Open statement
for more information.

expressionlist
Optional. One or more values to write to the file. If expressionlist is
omitted, the Write statement writes a blank line to the file. (See the Input
statement for more information.)

Notes

The file must be opened in Output or Append mode.

Year Function

Returns the year component (1-12) of a date-time value.

Return Value

Returns an integer between 100 and 9999, inclusive.

The return value is a variant of vartype 2 (integer). If the value of date is
Null, a variant of vartype 1 (Null) is returned.

Syntax

Year( date )

Argument

date
Any numeric or string expression that can evalute to a date-time value.
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